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Abstract

This thesis investigated speech recognition by native (L1) and non-native (L2)

listeners (i.e., native English and Korean speakers) in diverse adverse conditions using

electroencephalography (EEG) and behavioural measures. Study 1 investigated speech

recognition in noise for read and casually produced, spontaneous speech using

behavioural measures. The results showed that the detrimental effect of casual speech

was greater for L2 than L1 listeners, demonstrating real-life L2 speech recognition

problems caused by casual speech. Intelligibility was also shown to decrease when the

accents of the talker and listener did not match when listening to casual speech as well

as read speech. Study 2 set out to develop EEG methods to measure L2 speech

processing difficulties for natural, continuous speech. This study thus examined neural

entrainment to the amplitude envelope of speech (i.e., slow amplitude fluctuations in

speech) while subjects listened to their L1, L2 and a language that they did not

understand. The results demonstrate that neural entrainment to the speech envelope is

not modulated by whether or not listeners understand the language, opposite to

previously reported positive relationships between speech entrainment and

intelligibility. Study 3 investigated speech processing in a two-talker situation using

measures of neural entrainment and N400, combined with a behavioural speech

recognition task. L2 listeners had greater entrainment for target talkers than did L1

listeners, likely because their difficulty with L2 speech comprehension caused them to

focus greater attention on the speech signal. L2 listeners also had a greater degree of

lexical processing (i.e., larger N400) for highly predictable words than did native

listeners, while native listeners had greater lexical processing when listening to

foreign-accented speech. The results suggest that the increased listening effort
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experienced by L2 listeners during speech recognition modulates their auditory and

lexical processing.
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Chapter 1 General Introduction

Understanding speech in a non-native language can be hard despite years of practice,

especially without having sufficient experience speaking and hearing the language in

a community where the language is spoken. When foreign language learners first come

to target-language countries, communication with native speakers can feel quite

daunting. The speech of native speakers sounds very different from the speech that

they heard in the classroom; it feels too fast to follow and frequently deviates from the

citation form (e.g., segment/syllable deletion). Non-native listeners commonly

experience this difficulty even if they are able to recognise individual segments and

words when they are carefully produced. Similarly, speakers with unfamiliar regional

accents (e.g., Glaswegian accent) can be extremely difficult for non-native listeners to

understand. In contrast, understanding less-fluent non-native speakers can be

relatively easy especially if they share the same native language background.

To make matters worse, listening environments in real life are usually less than

optimal. For example, non-native listeners struggle to understand speech in a noisy

pub or even over the phone. As a result, they have to exert great effort to comprehend

what the speaker is saying and frequently ask them to repeat what they have said. Non-

native listeners can also feel mentally tired from straining to follow conversations, and

cannot easily afford to perform another task while listening to speech, whereas such

dual-tasking is more manageable for native listeners (e.g., driving while talking on the

phone). Communication difficulties of non-native listeners can also lead to other

problems in their daily life, such as failures to undertake tasks at work, social

ineptitude, or feelings of loneliness.
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Previous research has focused on understanding the interaction of first language (L1)

and second language (L2) phonological systems to account for L2 speech learning

difficulties, mostly using short fragments of careful “lab speech”. Real-life factors

affecting L2 speech recognition performance therefore remain largely unanswered.

Specifically, can inaccurate knowledge of individual phonetic categories shown in

laboratory conditions fully explain the difficulties experienced by L2 users in real life

when listening to casual or continuous speech? One of the aims of this thesis is to

examine L2 speech processing using more natural speech materials such as long,

connected speech or spontaneously produced, casual speech. This thesis is also

interested in exploring other real-life factors affecting speech intelligibility;

background noise has been shown to be more detrimental to L2 listeners than to L1

listeners (e.g., see Lecumberri, Cooke, & Cutler, 2010 for a review), and in such

degraded environments, listeners can benefit from listening to the accent that matches

their own (e.g., Bent & Bradlow, 2003; Pinet, Iverson, & Huckvale, 2011;

Wijngaarden et al., 2002). Exploring these effects can further our understanding of L2

speech recognition difficulties in everyday speech communication.

Furthermore, listeners can adapt their speech processing to fit the demands of the

listening situation; for example, native listeners can draw on other sources of linguistic

information or reduce the perceptual weight assigned to acoustic information in

degraded listening conditions (e.g., Boothroyd & Nittrouer, 1988; McQueen &

Huettig, 2012). Similarly, non-native listeners may adopt certain listening strategies to

overcome their speech perception difficulties. For example, additional listening effort

experienced by L2 listeners can affect their speech processing; it can interfere with
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speech perception, or it may enhance their speech processing as a compensatory

process that is not typically recruited for L1 processing (e.g., see Campbell & Sharma,

2013; Erb & Obleser, 2013; Peelle, Troiani, Grossman, & Wingfield, 2011 for listeners

with hearing loss). That is, factors beyond the listener’s linguistic knowledge can play

an important role in L2 speech perception. The aim of this thesis is to investigate how

increased speech comprehension difficulties of L2 listeners affect their speech

processing especially in adverse listening conditions. Behavioural methods that are

commonly used in L2 speech perception studies (e.g., phoneme

identification/discrimination tasks, sentence recognition tasks) are more suitable for

evaluating the outcome of speech perception/recognition processes (e.g.,

correct/incorrect). This thesis thus used electrophysiological methods which can

measure the dynamics of speech processing at different levels (i.e., auditory, lexical).

Issues on L2 speech perception in adverse conditions are discussed in detail in the

following sections.

1.1 Second-language speech perception

Learning L2 speech sounds is difficult because individuals’ early exposure to language

alters neural organization such that it is specialised for that first language. That is,

infants’ perceptual representations become tuned into the phonological system of their

native language, and thus become less sensitive to non-native sound contrasts during

the second-half of the first year (e.g., Kuhl et al., 2006; Kuhl, Williams, Lacerda,

Stevens, & Lindblom, 1992; Werker & Tees, 1984). This loss of neural plasticity is

thought to account for the age constraint on L2 speech learning; earlier is generally

better. For example, L2 speakers who were first exposed to the target L2 at a later age
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tend to speak the L2 with a stronger foreign accent (e.g., Flege, Munro, & MacKay,

1995; Flege, Yeni-Komshian, & Liu, 1999). The sensitive period for speech learning

is thought to be the earliest compared to other linguistic domains (e.g., morphosyntax;

Walsh & Diller, 1979).

It was long thought that listeners hear L2 sounds through a “sieve” of their L1

phonological system (Trubetzkoy, 1939), and L1-L2 interference is one of the core

assumptions of L2 speech learning models. Best’s Perceptual Assimilation Model

(Best, 1995; Best, McRoberts, & Goodell, 2001) suggests that the difficulty of learning

L2 sounds can be predicted by the articulatory similarity between L2 phonemes and

existing L1 phonemes. For example, the discrimination of two L2 phoneme categories

is expected to be easy if they belong to separate L1 phonemes (‘Two-Category’),

whereas it is expected to be poor if they are both good examples of the same L1

phoneme (‘Single Category’). Flege’s Speech Learning Model (James Emil Flege,

1995) is based on the assumption that L1 and L2 categories exist in the same

phonological space. L2 categories are thus easier to learn if they are more dissimilar

from the closest L1 categories and can thus fit in unoccupied regions in the

phonological space (i.e., phonetic differences between the two sounds are better

discerned), compared to similar or identical L2 sounds. Together, it is well established

that L1 and L2 phonological systems interact and shape the ways we hear and produce

L2 sounds.

However, L1-L2 interactions at the phonological level cannot fully account for L2

speech learning problems. For example, the difficulty in learning the English /r/-/l/
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contrast experienced by native Japanese speakers is predicted by their representation

of the third formant (F3) rather than their assimilation patterns (Hattori & Iverson,

2009). Native English listeners use F3 when distinguishing the phonemes, whereas

Japanese listeners are more sensitive to F2 (i.e., a cue that is mostly irrelevant) because

they have perceptual spaces that are not tuned for the English sound categories

(Iverson et al., 2003). That is, it appears that L1 experience also interferes with L2

speech learning at a pre-linguistic, auditory level. Indeed, several neurophysiological

studies have reported that the mismatch negativity response (MMN; i.e., automatic

brain response to an odd stimulus in a repetitive sequence of identical stimuli) is larger

for native than non-native phoneme contrasts (Brandmeyer, Desain, & McQueen,

2012; Dehaene-Lambertz, 1997; Näätänen et al., 1997; Winkler et al., 1999).

Moreover, speakers of tone languages have more robust neural encoding of pitch even

at the level of the brainstem compared to speakers of other languages (Krishnan,

Gandour, Bidelman, & Swaminathan, 2009; Krishnan, Swaminathan, & Gandour,

2008; Krishnan, Xu, Gandour, & Cariani, 2005). However, results of this kind are not

always found; some studies have found that cortical auditory-evoked potentials (e.g.,

N1 or the P1-N1-P2 complex) were not sensitive to whether or not the target sounds

were phonologically distinctive in the listener’s native language (e.g., Sharma, Marsh,

& Dorman, 2000; Sharma & Dorman, 2000; Wagner, Shafer, Martin, &

Steinschneider, 2013).

L2 speech recognition problems also exist beyond phoneme perception, because

speech recognition involves understanding continuous, running speech, not words or

phonemes in isolation. Listeners have to segment the incoming speech into isolated
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words, using allophonic, phonotactic and prosodic cues marking word boundaries, as

well as lexical and contextual information (e.g., Cutler & Norris, 1988; Mattys, White,

& Melhorn, 2005; McQueen, 1998). L2 listeners can fail to locate the correct word

boundaries because they cannot readily use those multiple sources of linguistic

information, and may rely on their L1 segmentation strategies (e.g., Cutler, Mehler,

Norris, & Segui, 1992). Word recognition can also be challenging for L2 listeners;

correct lexical candidates may not be activated because the words are not in the

listener’s L2 lexicon. Furthermore, words from their L1 can be activated as well as L2

words (Spivey & Marian, 1999; Weber & Cutler, 2004), thereby increasing lexical

retrieval effort (Schmidtke, 2014), and unnecessary lexical candidates can be activated

due to inaccurate phoneme perception (e.g., Cutler, Weber, & Otake, 2006; see

Lecumberri et al., 2010 for a review).

Furthermore, speech recognition processes are interactive such that problems at earlier

processing stages (e.g., inaccurate phoneme perception, failure in lexical access) can

be resolved by later semantic or syntactic processes (see Chapter 1.2 for details).

However, these higher-level linguistic processes can also be less developed

themselves in L2 listeners; native-like processing of complex grammatical structures

is difficult to attain even for highly proficient L2 learners, whereas native-like lexical-

semantic processing is relatively attainable (see Clahsen & Felser, 2006 for a review).

Although the acquisition of syntactic and semantic processing skills itself is beyond

the scope of speech perception research, inefficient semantic and syntactic processing

can increase L2 speech recognition difficulties especially in suboptimal environments

where sensory degradation needs to be compensated (see Chapter 1.3 for details).
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1.2 Speech recognition in adverse conditions

In everyday life, speech communication often occurs in suboptimal listening

environments such as noisy pubs or parties. Speech can be physically degraded by

other signals in the background such as the speech from other talkers or environmental

noises in shared spectro-temporal regions. This type of masking is called “energetic

masking” (e.g., Brungart, 2001). Speech can also be distorted without any interfering

sound sources - because of characteristics of the channel (e.g., filtering of telephone

transmission) or reverberation (i.e., persistence of sound in an enclosed space).

Adverse conditions can also originate in characteristics of speech production (referred

to as ‘source degradation’ according to the taxonomy in Mattys, Davis, Bradlow, &

Scott, 2012). For example, foreign-accented speech is difficult to understand

particularly in noisy environments because it contains segmental and suprasegmental

features that deviate from phonological representations of native speakers (e.g., Munro

& Derwing, 1995; Munro, 1998). Previous research has also suggested that speech

intelligibility in noise is determined by the interaction of the accents of the talker and

listener (e.g., Bent & Bradlow, 2003; Pinet et al., 2011; Wijngaarden et al., 2002). That

is, listeners generally find talkers who speak with the same accent as themselves easier

to understand. Furthermore, casual speech that is produced in everyday conversations

can be more difficult to understand than clear speech; casual speech contains more

phonetic reduction phenomena (e.g., deletion, assimilation, and lenition) and has

phonetic-acoustic characteristics such as faster speaking rate, smaller vowel dispersion

that reduce intelligibility compared to clear speech (e.g., see Uchanski, 2008;

Smiljanic & Bradlow, 2009 for reviews; see Mattys et al., 2012 for a general review

of adverse conditions).
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Speech comprehension can also be effortful when the listener’s processing resources

are taxed by concurrent tasks. Cognitive load is defined as “any load whose effect on

speech recognition arises not from an energetic distortion of the signal, but from the

recruitment of central processing resources due to concurrent attentional or mnemonic

processing” (Mattys & Wiget, 2011). Cognitive load caused by a simultaneous task

(e.g., visual search) can decrease native listeners’ perceptual sensitivity to the acoustic

signal as well as reduce their overall accuracy of speech perception (e.g., Mattys,

Barden, & Samuel, 2014; Mattys, Brooks, & Cooke, 2009). More generally, listening

in any adverse condition can be cognitively more demanding than listening in optimal

environments, because listeners need explicit working memory (WM) related

resources to resolve mismatches between their phonological representations and the

acoustic input (e.g., distorted signals, accented speech; e.g., Rönnberg, Rudner,

Lunner, & Zekveld, 2010). Furthermore, the presence of intelligible non-target signals

(i.e., competing talkers) places additional demands on attention and cognitive control

because the distracting speech needs to be ignored for the recognition of the target

speech (i.e., informational masking; e.g., Cooke, Garcia Lecumberri, & Barker, 2008).

Nonetheless, native listeners are highly skilled at compensating for these difficulties

to successfully decode the message of the speech signal. The speech recognition

system of native listeners is robust, in that a loss of one source of information (e.g.,

distorted acoustic signals) can be overcome by relying on other sources of information

that are available (i.e., lexical information, semantic context). For example, the

“phoneme restoration” phenomenon (Warren, 1970) demonstrates that listeners use

lexical knowledge when processing distorted speech; when a portion of an utterance
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is replaced by a noise such as a cough, listeners report hearing the excised sound in

the utterance along with the noise. Likewise, semantic and syntactic cues can help

recognise ambiguous word forms or degraded speech sounds (e.g., Miller, Heise, &

Lichten, 1951; Boothroyd & Nittrouer, 1988; Borsky, Tuller, & Shapiro, 1998;

Connine, 1987; Kalikow, Stevens, & Elliott, 1977). That being said, there is

disagreement among researchers as to how these findings are explained; by a direct

top-down influence of higher-level information on lexical access, or late integration of

different sources of information with a strict bottom-up information flow (e.g.,

McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 2000; Van Alphen and

McQueen, 2001).

Moreover, native listeners can flexibly modulate their speech processing to fit the

demands of the listening condition. For example, they can reduce the perceptual

weight assigned to acoustic information during lexical competition if the acoustic

signal is thought to be less reliable (McQueen & Huettig, 2012); when there were

intermittent noise bursts in the speech signal, listeners were less certain about the word

that they heard (i.e., looked less at onset-overlap and more at rhyme-overlap pictures

in a visual-world eye-tracking experiment) even when the word was actually intact.

Similarly, the relative weights of word segmentation cues can be assigned differently

depending on the listening condition. Mattys et al. (2005) found that in optimal

listening conditions, native listeners primarily replied on contextual and lexical cues

to segment speech (e.g., a word was more likely to be segmented after another word

than a non-word), whereas segmentation began to fall back on segmental cues (e.g.,

phonotactic or coarticulatory) when lexical information was impoverished. The
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contribution of stress cues became strong only when both lexical and acoustic-phonetic

cues were not reliable under severe noise.

1.3 L2 speech recognition in adverse conditions

Speech comprehension in noisy environments often feels doubly hard in a non-native

language. This is because L2 listeners face “the dual challenges of imperfect signal

and imperfect knowledge” (Lecumberri et al., 2010). Previous research has shown that

the effect of adverse listening conditions is more detrimental to L2 listeners than to L1

listeners, even when L2 listeners are highly proficient bilingual speakers (e.g., Mayo,

Florentine, & Buus, 1997; Nábělek & Donahue, 1984; Rogers, Lister, Febo, Besing,

& Abrams, 2006; see Lecumberri et al., 2010 for a review). This normally occurs

because L2 listeners’ linguistic representations for the language are less developed

compared to those of native listeners. Specifically, L2 listeners’ phoneme perception

in noise can be less accurate (e.g., Bradlow & Alexander, 2007; Hazan & Simpson,

2000) because their phonological representations can be less precise, or they may have

not developed adaptive strategies to overcome the effect of noise at the segmental level

(e.g., see Bradlow & Alexander, 2007 for a brief review). Moreover, this can occur

because of L2 listeners’ insufficient lexical, semantic and syntactic knowledge; non-

native listeners are less able to benefit from higher-level linguistic cues to overcome

acoustic degradation than are native listeners. For example, Mayo et al. (1997) found

that highly proficient, late L2 listeners did not benefit from semantic-contextual cues

(i.e., high predictability sentences) when listening to sentences in noise, whereas early

bilingual and native listeners showed a strong benefit.
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While the effect of additive noise on L2 speech recognition is well-known, there are

other adverse conditions that have received little attention in the literature. In realistic

communicative situations, L2 listeners often feel that speech communication is

difficult even without any noise, because features of conversational speech such as

faster speaking rate, segment/syllable deletion or assimilation can likewise be difficult

for L2 listeners to overcome. That is, listeners need to be able to use acoustic-phonetic

and higher-level linguistic cues (e.g., semantic context) to process such deviant word

forms in casual speech (e.g., Ernestus, Baayen, & Schreuder, 2002; Gow, 2002).

Because most previous research has been conducted using clear “lab speech”

materials, little is known about the detrimental effect of casual speech on L2 speech

perception.

In addition, the speech recognition system of L2 listeners may be more adversely

affected by cognitive distractions (e.g., concurrent tasks or competing attention of

distracting speech signals) than that of L1 listeners. It is largely because listening to

L2 speech requires greater cognitive effort than listening to L1 speech (e.g.,

Schmidtke, 2014; see Indefrey, 2006; Stowe & Sabourin, 2005 for reviews), thereby

depleting listeners’ cognitive resources that could otherwise be available for dealing

with the cognitive demands of the listening condition. Cognitive load could be

expected to interfere with L2 speech recognition by reducing perceptual sensitivity to

speech (e.g., Mattys & Palmer, 2015). However, listening effort can also be thought

of as facilitating speech perception. For example, the engagement of some additional

brain areas by listeners with hearing difficulties has been shown to improve speech

comprehension (e.g., Erb & Obleser, 2013), and listeners can enhance their
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representation of the acoustic signal through greater focused attention in competing-

talker environments (e.g., Ding & Simon, 2012a). It is thus possible that increased

listening effort and load experienced by L2 listeners may alter some aspects of speech

processing, or result in the development of compensatory processes to help overcome

their perceptual and comprehension difficulties.

1.4 The current thesis

The goal of this thesis is to investigate second-language speech recognition difficulties

in adverse listening conditions. Various real-life factors were explored throughout this

thesis, including casual speech style, speaker accent and background noise. This thesis

was particularly interested in examining L2 speech perception difficulties that arise

when listeners process more natural speech (i.e., continuous or casual speech). In

addition to assessing L2 speech perception performance, the current thesis also

investigated how L1 and L2 listeners modulate their auditory and lexical processing

to overcome their recognition difficulties using EEG.

The first study of this thesis investigated the problems faced by non-native listeners

when recognising casual speech. Chapter 2 details this behavioural speech-in-noise

recognition experiment which assessed the speech recognition performance of native

and non-native listeners for read and casually produced spontaneous speech. To

measure the intelligibility of spontaneous speech, a new speech recognition task (a

picture evaluation task) was developed using speech materials recorded via the

DiapixUK task (Baker & Hazan, 2011). The aim of this study was to see if the

detrimental effect of casual speech on speech recognition might be stronger for L2
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listeners than for L1 listeners. Furthermore, listeners must understand casual speech in

a range of native and non-native accents in everyday speech communication, and non-

native listeners may show a greater advantage for their own non-native accent (e.g.,

Bent & Bradlow, 2003; Pinet et al., 2011) when native speakers talk casually. This

study thus investigated how the effect of speech style interacts with the accents of the

talker and listener to influence speech intelligibility.

While much of our knowledge of L2 speech perception has been based on studies using

behavioural methods (e.g., phoneme identification or sentence recognition tasks), this

thesis used electrophysiological methods as well as behavioural methods (Chapter 3

& Chapter 4) for several reasons. There is some evidence suggesting that L2 speech

perception difficulties arise at an earlier, auditory level, than normally thought (Hattori

& Iverson, 2009; Iverson et al., 2003; see Chapter 1.1 for details), and

electroencephalography (EEG) can provide a means of measuring early auditory

responses to speech. For example, the effect of native language experience has been

found at auditory and sub-cortical levels of speech processing in neurophysiological

studies (e.g., Näätänen et al., 1997; Krishnan et al. 2005). Furthermore, EEG was used

in this thesis because new measures of cortical entrainment to speech provided a means

to examine L2 speech processing at the auditory level for more natural speech (i.e.,

continuous speech) rather than focusing on one or two sounds as in typical ERP

experiments. Specifically, a growing body of evidence suggests that when listeners

process continuous speech, oscillations in the auditory cortex become phase-locked

(i.e., entrained) to slow amplitude modulations in the speech signal in delta (1-3Hz)

and theta (4-8Hz) frequency ranges (e.g., Ahissar et al., 2001; Luo & Poeppel, 2007;
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Peelle, Gross, & Davis, 2013). This neural tracking of the speech envelope has been

observed in single-trial neural recordings using continuous speech stimuli such as

stories (e.g., Ding & Simon, 2012a; Howard & Poeppel, 2010; O’Sullivan et al., 2015).

Moreover, EEG can measure the dynamics of speech processing. That is, EEG

measures can tap into speech recognition processes at different stages as they occur.

This can be useful for the purpose of the present work, because such measures can

reveal online processing mechanisms that listeners use to overcome their speech

recognition difficulties. Specifically, the N400 component of the event-related brain

potential (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980) was used to measure neural effort that listeners

exert for lexical processing in given semantic contexts, which is difficult to measure

with behavioural speech recognition tasks which only assess the outcome of speech

recognition processes.

Chapter 3 describes the first EEG study that examined neural entrainment to the

amplitude envelope of speech while subjects listened to their native language, second

language or a language that they did not understand (i.e., native English and Korean

subjects listening to English, Korean and Spanish). This study originally set out to

develop EEG methods that measure how second-language listeners process continuous

speech, because neural entrainment to speech was expected to be sensitive to the

listener’s native language experience; the response has been thought to be related to

syllable-parsing or speech comprehension (e.g., Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; Peelle et al.,

2013). Using this cross-linguistic design, this study was also able to investigate the

much-debated issue on the link between cortical entrainment to speech and speech
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intelligibility (e.g., Peelle et al., 2013; Howard and Poeppel, 2010; see Chapter 3.1.2

for details) without altering the acoustic properties of the speech signals. This EEG

measure was also used in the following EEG study, but in a different listening

environment.

Chapter 4 describes the second EEG study which focused on investigating how

listeners cope with their speech recognition difficulties. Specifically, this study

examined speech processing by L1 and L2 listeners in a competing-talker environment

(i.e., two talkers were presented to separate ears) in which the target and distracting

speakers had an L1 or L2 accent. Speech recognition in this environment is more

effortful for L2 listeners because of the informational masking caused by the

distracting talker, combined with their intrinsic L2 speech recognition problems. This

study used measures of neural entrainment and N400 as well as a behavioural speech

recognition task (i.e., detection of anomalous sentences) to more comprehensively

examine how L1 and L2 listeners modulate their processing in difficult listening

conditions at auditory and lexical levels.
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Chapter 2 The effect of casual speech for non-native listeners1

2.1 Introduction

Non-native listeners commonly experience increased speech comprehension

difficulties when speakers talk casually, although they can be highly accurate at

comprehending clear, read sentences in a language exam. This is mostly because

speech used in casual conversations contains a number of phonetic variations such as

deletion, assimilation, and liaison (e.g., Johnson, 2004), which can impede speech

recognition by non-native listeners who are normally less able to compensate for such

casual speech processes (e.g., Tuinman, Mitterer, & Cutler, 2011). Although this

problem seems obvious, the effect of casual speech on L2 speech perception is not

well understood. Furthermore, listeners often encounter casual speech in a range of

native and non-native accents. Listeners tend to find those who speak with the same

accent as themselves more intelligible than others under noise (e.g., Bent & Bradlow,

2003; Pinet et al., 2011), and because native speech tends to be more reduced when

produced casually, speech communication between non-native speakers can

sometimes feel less effortful especially when they share the same L1. This indicates

that the problem of understanding casual speech in an L2 may also depend on the

accents of the talker and listener.

This chapter describes a behavioural speech-in-noise recognition experiment which

assessed the speech recognition performance of native English (L1) and Korean (L2)

1 Part of this work has been published in a preliminary form in the proceedings of the 18th International
Congress of Phonetic Sciences (Glasgow, UK) as: Song, J., and Iverson, P. (2015). Measuring speech-
in-noise intelligibility for spontaneous speech: the effect of native and non-native accents.
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listeners for read and casually produced spontaneous speech. This study used new

methods to measure speech recognition performance for spontaneous speech as well

as read speech (a picture evaluation task). The aims of this study were to see if the

detrimental effect of casual speech could be stronger for L2 listeners than for L1

listeners, and to investigate how the recognition of read and casual speech is affected

by the accents of the talker and listener. Listeners are expected to show an

intelligibility advantage for their own accent when listening to casual speech as well

as read speech, but non-native listeners might display a stronger advantage for their

own non-native accent for casual speech. Furthermore, the listener’s familiarity with

the talker’s accent (e.g., Adank, Evans, Stuart-Smith, & Scott, 2009) and the acoustic-

phonetic similarity between the talker’s and listener’s accents (e.g., Pinet et al., 2011)

have been proposed to account for accent intelligibility. The current study also

examined how these factors contribute to intelligibility differences between accents.

2.1.1 The recognition of casual speech

2.1.1.1 The recognition of reduced word forms

The speech that we hear in everyday life is far more variable than the carefully read

speech that is elicited in a laboratory setting. Specifically, phonetic reduction processes

such as deletion, assimilation, or lenition (e.g., /t, d/ deletion as in ‘just’ [ˈdʒʌs] and 

‘next’ [ˈneks]; schwa deletion as in ‘summary’ [ˈsʌmɹi] and ‘personal’ [ˈpɜ:snəl] 

commonly occur in natural speech. The occurrence of these processes can be

conditioned by linguistic factors such as phonological or morphological context; for

example, schwa deletion occurs when the resulting onset consonant cluster forms a
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sonority rise2 (e.g., Hooper, 1978). However, it is also affected by extra-linguistic

factors such as speaking rate and word frequency3, with more reduction occurring in

faster speech and more frequent words (e.g., Guy, 1980; Fosler-Lussier & Morgan,

1999; Jurafsky, Bell, Gregory, & Raymond, 2000).

Reduction phenomena are also more likely to occur in spontaneous casual speech

when speakers exert less articulatory effort. Conversational speech involves more

extreme cases of reduction in which multiple phonemes or syllables are deleted. For

example, the word ‘particular’ can even be pronounced as [pʰtʰɪkɚ] in spontaneous 

speech (Johnson, 2004). Johnson (2004) reported that in a corpus of American English

conversational speech more than 60 % of words deviated from their citation forms by

at least one phone, and 28 % of words deviated by two or more phones. Phonetic

reduction can be explained by the ‘hyper- and hypo-articulation theory’ (H&H theory,

Lindblom, 1990) which suggests that speakers can change their production along the

continuum of hyper- (i.e., clear speech) and hypo-articulation (i.e., reduced speech)

under two competing constraints ‒ minimum articulatory effort and perceptual 

saliency. That is, speakers can produce reduced forms by speaking casually as long as

they can be readily understood by the listener, but they can speak more clearly when

it is necessary to accommodate the needs of the listener (e.g., a hearing-impaired

listener).

2 Speech sounds can be ranked according to their sonority which is roughly correlated with loudness.
In the above-mentioned examples of schwa deletion, the second member of the resulting consonant
cluster is higher in sonority than the first member (i.e., liquids /ɹ/ > nasals /m, n/ > obstruents /s/; 
Clements, 1990).
3 There are a variety of extra-linguistic factors affecting the occurrence of phonological variation such
as the gender or age of the speaker.
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Despite the large amount of variation in speech, listeners are highly skilled at

processing such deviant word forms during speech recognition. Models of spoken-

word recognition make different proposals regarding how pronunciation variants are

recognised. Abstractionist models (e.g., Marslen-Wilson, 1987; Marslen-Wilson &

Welsh, 1978; McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris, 1994) argue that only canonical

word forms are stored in the mental lexicon. When hearing a reduced/deleted word

form, listeners therefore need to reconstruct the intended word form from the variant.

Previous research has suggested that listeners are able to recognise massively reduced

word forms if semantic/syntactic context is available (e.g., in a context of several

words; Ernestus et al., 2002; Kemps, Ernestus, Schreuder, & Baayen, 2004). The

interactive model of spoken-word recognition, TRACE (McClelland & Elman, 1986),

explains top-down influence by allowing higher-level linguistic information to exert

effects on pre-lexical processing during lexical access4. Furthermore, listeners can use

fine phonetic detail to recognise a reduced form. For example, Gow (2002) found that

listeners were sensitive to subtle phonetic differences between an assimilated,

underlyingly coronal segment [p] in ‘right [] berries’ (i.e., place assimilation

before /b/), and a noncoronal segment [p] in ‘ripe [] berries’, thereby resolving

potential lexical ambiguity caused by the place assimilation5.

4 In contrast to TRACE, autonomous abstractionist models such as Shortlist (Norris, 1994; Norris,
McQueen, Cutler, & Butterfield, 1997) argue that best lexical candidates are selected based on the
degree of fit between the acoustic input and lexical candidates without lexical feedback. However, these
abstractionist models agree that spoken-word recognition is performed based on competition among
multiple lexical candidates that are simultaneously activated.
5 Lahiri and Marslen-Wilson (1991, 1992) proposed that in the mental lexicon, words are represented
with values of some features of sounds not specified. For example, the feature ‘coronal’ is
underspecified in the above example of place assimilation. The word ‘right’ as well as ‘ripe’ can
therefore be activated upon hearing the assimilated variant [].
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In contrast, episodic models (e.g., Bybee, 2001; Goldinger, 1998; Hawkins, 2003;

Johnson, 1997; Pierrehumbert, 2001) suggest that all pronunciation variants of each

word are stored in the mental lexicon. These multiple ‘exemplars’ originate from all

variants that the listener has encountered in the past. In these models, a reconstruction

process is not necessary to recognise deviant word forms as all exemplars (i.e.,

variants) that are relevant to the incoming acoustic input are activated. Although the

evaluation of these models is beyond the scope of the present study, it is widely

acknowledged that listeners are proficient in dealing with pronunciation deviants

during speech perception.

2.1.1.2 Intelligibility of clear speech versus conversational/casual speech

Aside from having more phonetic reductions than clear speech, casual/conversational

speech has other global acoustic characteristics. Previous studies have mostly been

interested in finding the acoustic-phonetic features of clear speech compared to

casual/conversational speech, rather than focusing on conversational speech alone

(e.g., see Uchanski, 2008; Smiljanic & Bradlow, 2009 for reviews). In this line of

research, clear speech is elicited by asking talkers to read speech materials (e.g.,

sentences) following specific instructions; as if they are talking to non-native or

hearing-impaired listeners or in the presence of background noise. In contrast,

conversational speech is recorded by asking talkers to read the same kind of materials

in a causal speaking style – as if they are talking to a friend.

Previous studies have shown that compared to casual speech, clear speech is produced

with a slower speaking rate, more frequent and longer pauses, increased average pitch
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and pitch range, greater overall intensity, greater energy at high frequencies (above

1000 Hz) of long-term spectra, and higher peaks in the 1-3 Hz range of modulation

spectra (see Uchanski, 2008; Smiljanic & Bradlow, 2009 for reviews). Vowel space

expansion has also been found in clear speech (e.g., Ferguson & Kewley-Port, 2002,

2007; Moon & Lindblom, 1994; Picheny, Durlach, & Braida, 1986). That is, speakers

increase the distance between vowel categories in the vowel space to make them

perceptually more distinct from one another. Changes in consonantal properties have

also been reported for clear speech such as longer voice onset time (VOT) values in

unvoiced stops or increased consonant-to-vowel relative power ratios (e.g., Bradlow,

Kraus, & Hayes, 2003; Krause & Braida, 2004; Picheny et al., 1986).

Previous research has also found that most of these acoustic-phonetic properties of

clear speech indeed enhance speech intelligibility (e.g., Hazan & Markham, 2004; Liu

& Zeng, 2006; see Smiljanic & Bradlow, 2009 for a review). Overall, both normal-

hearing listeners in the presence of background noise and hearing-impaired listeners

have been shown to benefit from clear speech compared to conversational speech for

various materials (e.g., syllables and sentences). The average clear speech

intelligibility gain for normal-hearing and hearing-impaired listeners was 20 and 26

percentage points, respectively, in Payton, Uchanski, and Braida (1994). Conversely,

one could expect that casual speech can reduce speech intelligibility compared to clear

speech or read speech particularly in adverse conditions (e.g., normal-hearing listeners

in noise and hearing-impaired or non-native listeners), although the intelligibility of

conversational speech itself has not been an area of focus in previous research. That
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is, conversational speech can be seen as one form of adverse conditions (Mattys et al.,

2012).

2.1.1.3 The processing of casual speech

That being said, casual speech is an ordinary style of speech that listeners encounter

in everyday life, and thus it does not seem very obvious that listeners would have

difficulty understanding casual speech, especially without any noise. This is because

native listeners can cope with reduced phonetic information in casual speech, due to

the redundancy of the speech signal; they draw on a variety of cues – sub-lexical cues

(e.g., acoustic-phonetic), phonological context and higher-level linguistic information

(e.g., lexical or semantic-contextual) – to decode the structure and meaning of speech

(e.g., Ernestus et al., 2002; Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1996; Gow, 2002; McClelland

& Elman, 1986). A clear speech advantage over casual speech has only been found in

adverse listening conditions for normal-hearing listeners (e.g., see Uchanski, 2008 for

a review).

Furthermore, listeners can adopt speech recognition strategies that are optimal for

processing casual speech. Specifically, an eye-tracking study by Brouwer, Mitterer,

and Huettig (2012) found that when the speech signal contained great phonetic

reduction overall, listeners penalised acoustically non-matching lexical competitors

less strongly. Specifically, listeners normally fixated a canonical form competitor (e.g.,

benadelen for a Dutch word beneden “downwards”) more than a reduced form

competitor (e.g., meneer for the reduced form [məneːə]) when they only heard 

canonical forms during the experiment, as expected by the well-established
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phenomenon where lexical candidates with initial overlap are more strongly activated

than those with medial or final overlap (e.g., Allopenna, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus,

1998). However, when reduced word forms were intermixed with canonical word

forms in the experiment, listeners fixated a reduced form competitor as much as a

canonical form competitor, regardless of whether or not the target word was actually

reduced.

2.1.2 The use of spontaneous speech for perception studies

It is important to note that the casual speech elicited in the aforementioned clear speech

literature differs from spontaneously produced, casual speech because speakers were

simply asked to read linguistic materials ‘in a casual speaking style’ in those studies.

This does not appear to be an ideal way of obtaining naturally produced, casual speech

because it is still read speech, and thus it is less likely to contain features of reduced

speech that are found in realistic communicative settings. However, the advantage of

using this method is that one can have complete control over what speakers say. It is

thus possible to elicit target words/phonemes while controlling for factors which can

influence the acoustic-phonetic realisations of the target items such as phonological

and prosodic context or lexical features (e.g., frequency, first/second mention).

In contrast, spontaneous speech is not read (i.e., it is unscripted), and is often elicited

while a speaker is conversing with other interlocutors in naturalistic communicative

settings. Casual speech that was used in the current study was spontaneous speech that

was elicited between normal-hearing talkers/listeners in such natural situations, which

likely has more features of casual speech such as segment or syllable deletion, faster
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speaking rate, and reduced vowel space compared to casual read speech used in the

previous clear speech literature.

Various methods have previously been used to obtain more natural speech that is used

in everyday situations (see Warner, 2012; Baker & Hazan, 2011 for reviews). For

example, the Buckeye Corpus (Pitt et al. 2007) is a conversational speech corpus of

American English, which was obtained through interviews. Similar corpora also exist

for other languages (e.g., the Spoken Dutch Corpus, Oostdijk, 2000; the Seoul Corpus,

Yun et al., 2015). The Switchboard corpus (Godfrey, Holliman, & McDaniel, 1992) is

a collection of telephone conversations between speakers of American English from

around the U.S. Each of these methods has its own advantages and disadvantages in

terms of the degree of naturalness and recording quality, but conversational speech

from such corpora likely contains more features of casual speech compared to casual

read speech. However, one caveat is that the speech from such corpora is completely

unscripted and highly variable. It can thus be more difficult to find productions of

target words across different speakers that meet specific criteria for a study (e.g.,

phonological and prosodic context). That is, a dilemma between naturalness of speech

and having control over what speakers say persists.

In an attempt to have more control over what speakers say, speakers can be asked to

retell a story that they have read using their own words (e.g., IViE Corpus; Grabe, Post

& Nolan, 2001; The CHAINS corpus; Cummins, Grimaldi, Leonard, & Simko, 2006).

This can elicit spontaneous casual speech which still contains target keywords.

Another way of getting around the dilemma could be having speakers read written
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transcriptions of the utterances they had spontaneously produced (Mehta & Cutler,

1988; Haynes, White, & Mattys, 2015). This elicitation method can create a complete

match between read and spontaneous speech, but it still involves finding and selecting

appropriate utterances/sentences from the spontaneous speech produced by each

speaker.

Another method of obtaining casual but relatively controlled speech is to record

speakers while they perform a problem-solving task together. The advantage of using

this method is that it can elicit spontaneous interactions between two speakers while

having some control over the lexical content of the speech. Sudoku puzzles or

crosswords have been used (Cooke & Lu, 2010; Crawford, Brown, Cooke, & Green,

1994), but these tasks involve relatively limited interactions between speakers (Baker

& Hazan, 2011). The Map Task (Anderson et al., 1991) has also been widely used;

spontaneous dialogues between two speakers are recorded while one speaker gives

directions on a map to the other speaker. Because the two maps that each speaker has

are slightly different, they likely converse interactively asking for clarification. In

addition, the maps are designed to elicit productions of certain words/phonemes.

More recently, the Diapix Task (Van Engen et al., 2010) was developed to elicit

spontaneous interactive speech between two interlocutors. In this task, each speaker is

given a different version of the same cartoon-style picture and they have to find

differences between these two pictures together without looking at what is in each

other’s picture (also called a ‘spot the difference’ task). The pictures were designed to

induce the production of certain keywords (i.e., minimal pairs). Meanwhile, speakers
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can converse with each other freely in a realistic communicative setting, without one

speaker having to take a more leading role than the other as in the Map Task.

Furthermore, the richness and complexity of the pictures make speakers produce a

greater variety of utterance types such as declarative sentences, questions, answers and

exclamations (Van Engen et al., 2010), in contrast to the aforementioned problem-

solving tasks which normally elicit limited types of sentence structures such as

requests and demands (e.g., the Map Task). However, Diapix still allows for

maintaining some control over the lexical content of the discourse, similar to the

previous methods.

Figure 2-1: DiapixUK picture materials: pairs of beach scene 3 (top) and farm scene 4 (bottom)
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The present study used spontaneous speech recorded via the DiapixUK task (Baker &

Hazan, 2011). The DiapixUK task contains a larger set of pictures (12 pairs; examples

shown in Figure 2-1) than does the original version of the Diapix (Van Engen et al.,

2010), and the pictures can also be easily adapted to one’s own research purposes. The

current study used casual spontaneous speech that was elicited between normal-

hearing talkers in a ‘no-barrier’ listening condition (i.e., without any background noise

or signal degradation; see Chapter 2.2.2. for further details). Compared to other

challenging communicative settings used with the DiapixUK task (e.g., one speaker

hearing the other through a vocoder or with babble noise; e.g., Hazan & Baker, 2011),

talkers are expected to speak more casually in this condition.

Spontaneous speech has been more extensively used to investigate aspects of speech

production such as clear speech modifications in response to the needs of the listener

(e.g., hearing-impaired listeners or listeners in adverse listening conditions; e.g.,

Hazan & Baker, 2011; Hazan, Grynpas, & Baker, 2012; Tuomainen, Hazan, & Romeo,

2016), but it is generally more difficult to use spontaneous speech for perception

experiments. Although words or phrases extracted from spontaneous speech data have

been previously used for perception experiments (e.g., Ernestus et al., 2002; Hazan et

al., 2012; White, Mattys, & Wiget, 2012), very few studies have used longer stretches

of speech such as sentences or utterances from spontaneous speech, including Haynes

et al. (2015) that used spontaneous utterances in a speaking style judgment task. This

is likely because extracting appropriate sentences from uncontrolled spontaneous

speech is more difficult, whereas extracting phonemes or words is relatively more

feasible using those tasks that are designed to elicit target keywords.
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The present study developed an effective way to evaluate speech recognition

performance for utterances from spontaneous speech; instead of asking listeners to

repeat back what they had heard as in typical speech recognition tests that use read

speech materials, listeners were presented with a picture on the screen as they listened

to a stimulus and they then had to decide whether or not what they heard matched the

picture. This paradigm is particularly appropriate because spontaneous speech does

not lend itself very well to word-by-word repetition due to its unstructured and

dynamic nature. For example, the number of content words and syntactic complexity

can vary between stimuli. Meanwhile, using the DiapixUK task allowed for

maintaining some control over the lexical and semantic content of speech across

speakers.

2.1.3 The recognition of spontaneous casual speech by non-native listeners

Importantly, the present study was interested in investigating how speech recognition

by second-language listeners is affected by speech style (i.e., spontaneous casual

speech vs. read speech). Although L2 listeners can feel that casual speech is far more

difficult to understand than the speech that they hear in the classroom, most of our

knowledge of L2 speech perception is based on investigations using clear read speech.

One could expect that features of casual speech such as deletion, assimilation, liaison

or less salient acoustic-phonetic cues are more difficult for L2 listeners to overcome

than for L1 listeners. As discussed above, native listeners are able to exploit a variety

of linguistic knowledge to recognise reduced forms – low-level phonetic detail,

phonological context, and lexical-semantic cues. In contrast, there is ample evidence

showing that L2 listeners are more adversely affected by difficult listening conditions
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such as background noise because of their insufficient/inaccurate perceptual and

linguistic representations at all these levels (see Chapter 1.3 for details).

Although the detrimental effect of casual speech as a whole is not known for non-

native listeners (see Bradlow & Bent, 2002 for the effect of clear speech for non-native

listeners), a small number of studies have investigated the perception of specific casual

speech processes by L2 listeners. For example, Tuinman et al. (2011) found that Dutch

learners of English had difficulty processing /r/-insertion in British English (e.g.,

‘idea(r) of’ [aɪdɪə ɒv]) using the relevant acoustic cue (i.e., duration) as this process 

is absent in Dutch, whereas German learners of Dutch were able to process /t/-deletion

in Dutch similarly to native Dutch listeners because the same process exists in German

(Mitterer & Tuinman, 2012). However, their perception deviated from that of native

Dutch listeners when /t/-deletion occurred in verbs, where this process does not apply

in German. This demonstrates that L1 interference extends to the domain of casual

speech processes (also see Darcy, Ramus, Christophe, Kinzler, & Dupoux, 2009).

2.1.4 Talker-listener accent interactions for casual speech

As mentioned previously, speech recognition is also affected by the accents of the

talkers and listeners especially in noisy conditions. That is, listeners understand talkers

who speak with the same accent as themselves more easily than others (e.g., Bent &

Bradlow, 2003; van Wijngaarden et al., 2002; Major, Fitzmaurice, Bunta, &

Balasubramanian, 2002; Imai, Walley, & Flege, 2005; Pinet et al., 2011). This accent

effect can arise because L2 listeners and talkers from the same L1 background share

an interlanguage (Bent & Bradlow, 2003). Specifically, they share extensive linguistic
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knowledge with each other which includes a variety of phonetic and phonological

aspects of both the (incomplete) L2 and L1, whereas the shared linguistic knowledge

between native and non-native talkers/listeners only covers part of the L2 knowledge

(i.e., L2 knowledge that non-native listeners have acquired). A non-native listener with

a shared L1 is therefore thought more likely to identify the pronunciation of a non-

native talker (e.g., sounds that were produced as similar to their L1 phoneme categories)

as the talker intended than a native listener (Bent & Bradlow, 2003). Other work on

talker-listener accent interactions has suggested that accent intelligibility is determined

by acoustic-phonetic similarity between talker and listener accents (Pinet et al., 2011).

That is, listeners can find accents that are more acoustically similar to their own accent

easier to understand than those that are more distant. For example, English-French

bilinguals and French experienced learners of English whose accents were more

similar to the accent of native English speakers did not show a clear intelligibility

advantage for French-accented English (Pinet et al., 2011), despite sharing their L1

phonology as well as part of their L2 phonology with the talkers. This suggests that

the amount of L2 experience also influences talker-listener accent interactions.

Alternatively, this accent benefit could be explained by the listener’s familiarity with

the talker’s accent. For example, Adank et al. (2009) found that Glaswegian listeners,

who were familiar with Standard Southern British English (SSBE) through the media

and interactions with Southerners were able to comprehend SSBE and Glaswegian

English equally fast in background noise, whereas Southern British listeners were

slower with the less-familiar Glaswegian accent than with SSBE. Previous research

has shown that experience with a particular accent enables listeners to learn to map
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variant forms of that accent into their underlying forms (e.g., Sumner & Samuel, 2009).

Similarly, listeners have been shown to adapt their perceptual system to a novel accent

even after brief exposure to that accent (e.g., Clarke & Garrett, 2004).

It is important to note that all these previous findings were based on intelligibility of

read speech materials. However, one could expect that these talker-listener accent

interactions found in read speech will extend to spontaneous casual speech.

Characteristics of a talker’s accent should be abundant in spontaneous casual speech

because it could reflect L1 interferences not only in segmental and suprasegmental

aspects, but also in connected speech processes. Casual speech processes that are

transferred from the speaker’s L1 (e.g., Spanish speakers can apply the lenition process

of Spanish to English; Flege & Davidian, 1984) might be more easily processed by

listeners from the same L1 background, contributing to the accent advantage. On the

contrary, non-native listeners have been shown to have difficulty compensating for

casual speech processes produced by native speakers, unless they have the same

processes in their native language (e.g., Tuinman et al., 2011).

Moreover, due to the characteristics of casual speech produced by non-native listeners,

a greater talker-listener accent interaction may arise for casual speech. Bent & Bradlow

(2003) found an intelligibility benefit between non-native talkers and listeners even

when they did not share an L1. For example, native Chinese listeners found native

Korean talkers more intelligible than native English talkers. The authors suggested that

this occurred because non-native speakers are typically less likely to apply reduction

processes such as deletion or failure to release word-final stops than are native
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speakers. That is, more salient phonetic cues in non-native speech can be beneficial

for non-native listeners, who also have not learned such casual speech processes.

Casual speech could then provide an interesting testing ground for further investigating

the talker-listener accent interaction phenomenon.

2.1.5 Aims of the current study

The aim of the current study was to investigate how speech recognition by native and

non-native listeners is modulated by speech style and the accents of the talker and

listener. It is expected that the effect of casual speech is more detrimental to non-native

listeners because they are not able to compensate for degraded or variable phonetic

information in casual speech as freely as native listeners. One could also expect that

listeners understand their own accent better than others’ when listening to casual

speech as well as read speech, but it is possible that this accent effect is stronger for

casual speech; additional phonetic and phonological features in casual speech such as

connected speech processes might add to the advantage. Moreover, non-native

listeners may display a greater intelligibility benefit for their own non-native accent

when listening to casual speech, because native-accented speech may contain more

reduced pronunciation variants than non-native speech when it is produced casually.

In this study, native English and Korean subjects listened to read sentences and

spontaneous utterances in noise, in a native English accent (Standard Southern British

English) and two non-native English accents (Finnish and Korean-accented English).

The Korean subjects (i.e., listeners) were L2 learners of English with a similar amount

of English experience (i.e., living in English-speaking countries for an average of 9.8
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months; see Chapter 2.2.1). Background noise was added to the stimuli to avoid ceiling

effects. Speech recognition performance was measured with the picture evaluation task

for both read and spontaneous speech materials.

Moreover, the present study explored how the similarity between talkers’ and

listeners’ accents determines accent intelligibility; acoustic analyses were conducted

on the sentence recordings of the Korean subjects and three groups of talkers using the

ACCDIST metric (Huckvale, 2004, 2007a,b) to measure the acoustic-phonetic

similarity between the accents. Finnish-accented English was added as one of the

talker accents to examine a wider range of accent familiarity and talker-listener accent

similarity. Specifically, Finnish-accented English was unfamiliar to the Korean

listeners, whereas SSBE and Korean-accented English were both familiar to them.

English listeners were only familiar with their own accent (i.e., SSBE). Finnish-

accented English was also chosen among other non-native accents of English that are

unfamiliar to Koreans, because it was expected to be substantially different from

Korean-accented English in terms of their phonetic and phonological characteristics;

Korean and Finnish do not have great phonetic similarity in that they do not have any

genetic relationship and have widely different segmental and suprasegmental

properties (e.g., Suomi, Toivanen, & Ylitalo, 2008).

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Subjects

Nineteen monolingual native speakers of Standard Southern British English (mean

age: 22.5 years, age range: 18-28 years) and 24 monolingual native speakers of Korean
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(mean age: 28 years, age range: 19-40 years) participated in the experiment. All the

participants had no self-reported hearing or language disorders and were living in

London at the time of testing. The Korean subjects reported that they had started

learning English at school in South Korea from the age of 11 years old on average

(range: 5-14 years) and they had been living in English-speaking countries (i.e., mostly

England6) for an average of 9.8 months (range: 1-36 months) as adults. None of them

had resided in English-speaking countries before becoming adults.

2.2.2 Stimuli and apparatus

Apart from the subjects (i.e., listeners) who participated in the perception experiment,

two female speakers of each of these three accents ‒ Standard Southern British 

English, Finnish-accented English and Korean-accented English ‒ took part in the 

recording (age range: 18-30 years, mean age: 24.7 years). The British speakers were

monolingual native speakers of Standard Southern British English. The Finnish

speakers reported that they had never lived in English-speaking countries, but they had

been learning English in Finland since they were nine years old. The Korean speakers

reported that they had been living in London for approximately eight to twelve months

and had started learning English at school in South Korea when they were twelve. The

speakers in each pair were close colleagues, friends or sisters.

In order to obtain spontaneous speech, the DiapixUK task (Baker & Hazan, 2010; see

2.1.2 for detail) was conducted. Two speakers of each accent took park in the Diapix

6 Five Korean subjects reported that they had also lived in other English-speaking countries (e.g., the
U.S, Australia, and Ireland) as adults for between 2 months and 3 years, but they were living in London
at test and thus had been exposed to Standard Southern British English.
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task together. It was conducted in two sound-treated booths that were specially set up

for the Diapix task; each person was sitting in each booth facing each other through a

large window, but they were not able to see each other’s picture. To elicit casual

speech, the task was performed in a normal listening condition (i.e., “no-barrier”

condition). That is, speakers were able to hear each other clearly through microphone

headsets (Beyerdynamic DT297). Their speech was recorded via the same headsets

with 44100 16-bit samples per second. Each pair of speakers completed 8 scenes, each

of which lasted an average of 11 minutes. The spontaneous speech obtained was then

edited such that one stimulus comprised a section of speech produced by one talker

describing a specific part of a DiapixUK scene, as shown in Table 2-1. Each of these

stimuli was four to five seconds long on average.

Table 2-1: Examples of spontaneous speech stimuli from the Diapix recordings (SSBE: Standard
Southern British English, KE: Korean-accented English, FE: Finnish-accented English).

For the read speech condition, the speakers were recorded reading the Basic English

Lexicon (BEL) sentences (Calandruccio & Smiljanic, 2012), which are sentence

materials developed for non-native speakers. Sentences were recorded for each

7 These DiapixUK pictures are displayed in Figure 2-1. Specific scenes being described are shown in
brackets.

DiapixUK picture7 Accent Utterances

Farm 4 (Washing line) SSBE We’ve got a washing line, with two white sheets on it.

Farm 4 (Bowling) KE There is one man who is just standing, holding the ball.

Farm 4 (Beekeeper) FE Mine is jumping in the air, and there's bees all around him.

Beach 3 (Rocks) SSBE One of the smaller rocks is a lighter brown.

Beach 3 (Car) KE I think the car was stuck, maybe stuck in the sand.

Beach 3 (Rubbish bin) FE Mine is like fallen over, and the lid is kind of open.
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speaker individually in a sound-treated booth via the same headset microphone

(Beyerdynamic DT297) with 44100 16-bit samples per second.

In order to mix the stimuli with noise, speech-shaped noise was generated for each

talker and speaking style; a smoothed long-term average spectrum was calculated

using their recordings, and noise was then created such that it has the same spectral

content as the spectrum. Prior to conducting the main experiment, 6 Korean listeners

and 3 English listeners participated in a pilot study with stimuli mixed with various

signal-to-noise ratios; quiet, 3 dB, -3 dB, -6 dB, -9 dB. Each subject participated in

two of these SNR conditions and the quiet condition, which were presented in separate

blocks. Stimuli for all three accents were mixed together within each block (see

Chapter 2.2.3 for details of the procedure). This pilot study was conducted for

exploratory purposes to determine appropriate levels of background noise for the main

experiment. Statistical analyses were not performed for this pilot data because there

were not enough subjects for each noise-level condition. The results were also

averaged across different accents.

As displayed in Figure 2-2, the results indicated that the intelligibility of read speech

materials was very high up until the noise level of -6 dB with the average proportion

correct ranging between 0.88 and 0.99. The intelligibility level then decreased

significantly at -9 dB with the mean accuracy of 0.72. This level of intelligibility was

found at lower noise levels for spontaneous speech: -3 dB and -6 dB SNRs (i.e., mean

accuracy was 0.75 and 0.70, respectively). This pattern of intelligibility was similarly

found for native and non-native listeners (Table 2-2). Based on these results, different
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SNRs were chosen for each speaking style condition for the main experiment, in order

to achieve similar intelligibility levels: -8 dB for read speech and -4 dB for

spontaneous speech. A single signal-to-noise ratio had to be used for each condition

because using varying noise levels was infeasible given the difficulty of extracting

appropriate stimuli from spontaneous speech.
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Table 2-2: Pilot results – average speech recognition accuracy (i.e., proportion of correct
responses) by signal-to-noise ratios for each speaking style and listener group. The results were
averaged over all accents.

Quiet 3dB -3dB -6dB -9dB

Read speech English listeners 0.97 0.99 0.98 0.92 0.80

Korean listeners 0.98 0.99 0.89 0.88 0.70

Mean 0.98 0.99 0.92 0.90 0.72

Spontaneous

speech

English listeners 0.97 0.90 0.90 0.69 0.76

Korean listeners 0.96 0.88 0.71 0.71 0.63

Mean 0.96 0.89 0.75 0.70 0.66

Figure 2-2: Pilot results – speech recognition accuracy (i.e., proportion of correct responses) by
signal-to-noise ratios for each speaking style, averaged over all listener groups and accents (top:
read speech condition, bottom: spontaneous speech condition)
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2.2.3 Procedure

2.2.3.1 Speech recognition task

Subjects participated in a speech recognition task in which they listened to 195 read

sentences which were mixed with the speech-shaped noise at the SNR of -8 dB, and

126 stimuli of spontaneous speech which were mixed with the noise at the SNR of -4

dB. The experiment consisted of a total of six blocks (i.e., 3 blocks for each speaking

style condition). Stimuli for each of the three accent conditions were mixed together

within each block to avoid any accent adaptation effects. The sentence assignment to

different accents was counterbalanced between subjects, and each stimulus was

presented only once. In the spontaneous speech condition, utterances describing each

specific part of Diapix scenes (e.g., seesaw in a beach scene) were counterbalanced

across subjects in a similar way. The utterances were not repeated. Within each block,

half of the trials displayed pictures that matched what was being described in the

speech stimuli and the other half displayed non-matching pictures. The order of stimuli

was randomised within each block for each subject.

The experiment was performed via Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2014). After hearing

each stimulus, subjects had to decide whether what they heard matched the picture

shown on the screen and click the right button (yes or no), as displayed in Figure 2-3.

For the read speech condition, photos that either match the content of the target

sentence or contain irrelevant content were displayed. For the spontaneous speech

condition, parts of DiapixUK picture scenes were cropped and used for the experiment;

pictures were chosen such that they either match or do not match the description given

by the speaker. Pictures were carefully selected such that the difficulty of the task was
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similar across stimuli. Specifically, the match between a speech stimulus and a picture

was not based on something too trivial in the picture. Using the DiapixUK task also

allowed for maintaining some control over linguistic content of speech such as lexical

items. Additional care has been taken to select utterances that do not contain idiomatic

expressions or complicated syntactic structures etc.

Does your picture match their description?

Yes No

Does your picture match their description?

Yes No

Figure 2-3: Schematic representation of the picture evaluation task (top: read speech condition,
bottom: spontaneous speech condition). Listeners were asked to decide whether what they heard
matched the picture shown on the screen and click yes or no.
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2.2.3.2 ACCDIST

After finishing the picture evaluation task, Korean subjects were asked to take part in

an additional recording session. They were recorded reading sentences from the BEL

corpus (Calandruccio & Smiljanic, 2012) so that their accent could be analysed.

Specifically, the acoustic similarity between the accents of Korean subjects (i.e.,

Korean listeners) and three groups of talkers (English, Finnish and Korean) was

measured using a computation method called ACCDIST (Huckvale, 2004; 2007a,b).

To this end, thirty BEL sentences read by Korean listeners and all six talkers were

phonetically transcribed; automatic alignment was first performed using a forced

aligner based on the HTK Hidden Markov Modelling Toolkit (1989), and it was then

manually checked and corrected. The current study measured accent similarity based

on vowel spectra and vowel duration which were previously shown to be effective in

assessing accent-related differences across native and non-native accents (Pinet et al.,

2011). The ACCDIST analysis was only conducted between Korean listeners and three

groups of talkers in the present study, because English subjects (i.e., listeners) did not

participate in this recording session.

To measure accent similarity based on vowel spectra, mel-frequency cepstral

coefficients (MFCCs) vectors were calculated for the first and second half of each

vowel segment. The Euclidean distance was then calculated between MFCC vectors

of different instances of vowels (i.e., the same phonemes in different words were

treated as distinct) within a single speaker to measure the vowel spectral contrasts that

the individual speaker made. This process was used as a normalisation procedure to

minimise the effects of individual speaker characteristics such as voice characteristics
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that are not related to accent. These intra-speaker acoustic distances were then

compared with those of another speaker for each pair of vowel instances to calculate

the correlation between the two speakers. Accent similarity based on vowel duration

was evaluated similarly, but by directly comparing between two speakers without

computing intra-speaker acoustic distances (Huckvale, 2004; 2007a,b).

2.3 Results

A logistic mixed-effects analysis was conducted in R using the package lme4 (Bates,

Mächler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015), with talker accent (English, Finnish, Korean),

listener group (English, Korean) and speaking style (read speech, spontaneous speech)

included as fixed effects, and with by-subject and by-stimuli random intercepts.

Because this study was interested in examining all the main effects and interactions of

these fixed factors, they were all included in the model rather than building a model

that best fit the data. The dependent variable was the response in the speech-in-noise

recognition task (i.e., correct or incorrect). The package CAR (Fox & Weisberg, 2002)

was used to calculate type II analysis-of-variance tables. The multcomp package

(Hothorn, Bretz, & Westfall, 2008) was used to run post-hoc analyses.

Figure 2-4 displays the mean proportion correct for each listener group and accent

condition. Overall, it appears that Korean listeners had lower recognition accuracy

than English listeners; there was a significant main effect of listener group, χ²(1) = 

26.55, p < 0.001. However, the two-way interaction between talker accent and listener

group was also significant, χ²(2) = 90.28, p < 0.001, suggesting a clear talker-listener 

accent interaction. Specifically, English listeners showed the highest recognition
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performance on the native accent (i.e., SSBE), followed by Finnish-accented English

(i.e., FE), and the lowest performance on Korean-accented English (i.e., KE). Tukey

post-hoc tests using the multcomp package confirmed that the differences between all

three accents were significant for English listeners, p < 0.001. In contrast, the

recognition accuracy of Korean listeners was not significantly different for the

different accents overall (Tukey post-hoc results: p = 0.273 for SSBE and FE; p =

0.997 for FE and KE; p = 0.540 for SSBE and KE). The main effect of talker accent

was also significant, χ²(2)= 25.45, p < 0.0018.

8 Tukey post-hoc tests found that Korean-accented speech was significantly less intelligible than
Standard Southern British English, p < 0.001, and the difference between Korean-accented speech and
Finnish-accented speech was marginally significant, p = 0.0676. The difference between Standard
Southern British English and Finnish-accented speech was not significant, p = 0.2694.

Figure 2-4: Speech-in-noise recognition accuracy of English and Korean listeners by speaking
style and speaker accent (SSBE: Standard Southern British English, FE: Finnish-accented
English, KE: Korean-accented English)
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In addition, the main effect of speaking style was significant, χ²(1)= 12.61, p <0.001. 

That is, recognition accuracy was higher for spontaneous speech (i.e., casual speech)

than for read speech overall because of the higher signal-to-noise ratio used for the

spontaneous speech condition. This indicates that the two different SNR levels did not

completely equalise performance levels in the two conditions. The two-way interaction

between speaking style and listener group was significant, χ²(1)= 9.30, p = 0.0023. 

Specifically, the difference in performance between English and Korean listeners was

larger in the spontaneous speech condition (MEnglish = 0.85; MKorean = 0.75) than in the

read speech condition (MEnglish = 0.78; MKorean = 0.71). Despite the fact that the lower

noise level used in the spontaneous speech condition increased overall intelligibility

compared to the read speech condition, the improvement was smaller for Korean than

English listeners.

Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2-4, the speech recognition performance of English

listeners was affected by accents similarly in read and spontaneous speech conditions,

with SSBE being most intelligible, followed by FE, and KE being least intelligible.

However, Korean listeners showed some indication of a trend for them to understand

Korean-accented speech better than other accents in the spontaneous speech condition,

although the three-way interaction between speaking style, talker accent and listener

group did not reach significance, p = 0.0978. However, there was a significant

interaction between talker accent and speaking style, χ²(2)= 6.55, p = 0.0379. Tukey 

post-hoc tests showed that accent differences were only found in the read speech

condition. Specifically, both SSBE and FE were significantly more intelligible than

KE in the read speech condition, p < 0.001, but none of the comparisons were
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significant in the spontaneous speech condition, p > 0.05 (Figure 2-5). It should also

be noted that the best-fitting model without the insignificant three-way interaction

(speaking style * talker accent * listener group) also produced the same significant

effects.

Figure 2-5: Speech-in-noise recognition accuracy by speaking style and speaker accent averaged
over all listeners (SSBE: Standard Southern British English, FE: Finnish-accented English, KE:
Korean-accented English)

As explained previously, the accent of each Korean subject (i.e., listener) was

compared to each of the six talkers using the ACCDIST metric. Separate linear mixed-

effects analyses were performed for vowel spectra and vowel duration measurements;

in each model, ACCDIST (i.e., correlation coefficients) for each talker-listener pair

was included as a dependent variable, talker accent (SSBE, FE, KE) as fixed effects,

and with a by-subject (i.e., listeners) random intercept. For vowel spectra

measurements, there was a main effect of talker accent, χ²(2) = 50.95, p < 0.001. As 

displayed in Figure 2-6, Tukey post-hoc analyses found that the Korean listeners’
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accents were closer in vowel spectral qualities to Korean-accented English than to

Standard Southern British or Finnish-accented English, p < 0.001, with no significant

difference between the distance to SSBE and FE, p = 0.237. The main effect of talker

accent was also significant for vowel duration, χ²(2)= 13.26, p = 0.0013. As shown in 

Figure 2-6, Tukey post-hoc tests revealed that the Korean listeners’ accents were

equally similar to KE and SSBE, p = 0.5382, but were significantly more distant from

FE (p = 0.0345 and p = 0.0011, when compared to SSBE and KE, respectively).

To investigate links between accent similarity and speech recognition performance,

additional linear mixed-effects models were performed with average proportion

correct used as the dependent variable, the level of accent similarity based on each of

the two ACCDIST measures (i.e., averaged by talker accent for each listener) as fixed

effects and with a by-subject random intercept. Because the ACCDIST analysis was

Figure 2-6: Accent similarity (i.e., accent correlation) between Korean listeners and three groups of
talkers (SSBE: Standard Southern British English, FE: Finnish-accented English, KE: Korean-
accented English) in terms of vowel spectral qualities and duration.
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conducted using 30 BEL sentences, there were no accent similarity data for

spontaneous casual speech. Separate linear mixed-effects analyses were thus carried

out for the speech recognition accuracy of read and casual speech conditions. The

results showed that accent similarity measures based on vowel spectra and vowel

duration were both not significant predictors of the intelligibility of read speech, p =

0.7872 and p = 0.5705, respectively9. When the proportion correct for spontaneous

speech was used as the dependent variable, the main effect of vowel spectral quality

was marginally significant, χ²(1) = 3.21, p = 0.0733 (Figure 2-7), and the main effect 

of vowel duration was not significant, p = 0.3459. The direct relationship between

accent similarity and intelligibility thus appears to be less strong for Korean listeners

of the current study than previously found (Pinet et al., 2011).

Figure 2-7: Scatterplot of Korean listeners’ accent similarity to each of the talker accents based
on vowel spectra (x-axis) vs their recognition acccuracy (i.e., proportion correct; y-axis) for these
accents in the spontaneous speech condition (SSBE: Standard Southern British English, FE:
Finnish-accented English, KE: Korean-accented English).

9 When the proportion correct was averaged across different speaking styles, accent distances based on
both vowel spectra and duration were not significant.
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The similarity between the accents of the six talkers was also examined for exploratory

purposes; because there were only two speakers for each accent (i.e., four pairs of

speakers for each accent comparison), statistical tests were not carried out. Table 2-3

displays the results of the ACCDIST analysis averaged for each talker accent pair.

Overall, it seems that the accents of Southern British and Finnish speakers were closest

to each other both in terms of vowel spectral qualities and vowel duration, whereas the

accent of Korean speakers was most distant from the two accents.

Table 2-3: Descriptive statistics for the ACCDIST analysis conducted across talker accents

2.4 Discussion

The current study investigated how speech recognition by native and non-native

listeners is modulated by speech style (spontaneous casual vs. read) and the accents of

the talkers and listeners in the presence of background noise. A new speech recognition

task (i.e., picture evaluation task) was developed to evaluate speech recognition

performance for both read and spontaneous speech. The results demonstrated that

native listeners were more accurate at the speech-in-noise recognition task overall than

were non-native listeners. In addition, non-native listeners suffered more from casual

speech than did native listeners. There was also a clear interaction between the accents

of the talker and the listener across speaking styles, supporting previous work (e.g.,

Accent similarity

(i.e., accent correlations)

across talker accents

Vowel spectra

Mean(sd)

Vowel duration

Mean(sd)

Standard Southern British - Finnish 0.4577 (0.0705) 0.6781 (0.0189)

Standard Southern British - Korean 0.3351 (0.0341) 0.5073 (0.0584)

Finnish - Korean 0.3180 (0.0099) 0.5316 (0.0357)
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Bent & Bradlow, 2003). Native English listeners showed a clear intelligibility benefit

for their own accent; they found Standard Southern British English most intelligible,

followed by Finnish-accented English; Korean-accented English was the least

intelligible to them. In contrast, Korean listeners found all three accents similarly

intelligible, suggesting a relative intelligibility advantage for Korean-accented

English, which was the least intelligible accent for English listeners.

As expected, the performance of native listeners was more accurate than that of non-

native listeners overall, but the recognition accuracy of the two listener groups was

differentially modulated by speech style and accent. First, there was a significant

interaction between speech style and listener group. Specifically, the difference in

speech recognition accuracy between English and Korean listeners was larger in the

spontaneous speech condition than in the read speech condition. In other words, due

to the less-severe noise level used in the spontaneous speech condition, the

intelligibility of spontaneous speech was higher than that of read speech, but this

intelligibility gain was greater for native than non-native listeners. This occurred likely

because features of spontaneous casual speech such as reduction phenomena were

more deleterious to non-native listeners, thereby attenuating the benefit from listening

in a less-severe noise condition.

One may argue that this result occurred because a higher degree of signal clarity is

required than that provided in the -4 dB SNR condition for non-native listeners’ speech

recognition to improve (i.e., intelligibility could increase at different rates for native

and non-native listeners with decreasing levels of background noise). That is, the
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effects of speaking style seen in this study could have been partially driven by different

levels of noise. However, this seems less likely given the results of the pilot study;

Korean listeners’ recognition performance for read speech improved as much as that

of English listeners when the noise level decreased from -9 dB to -3 dB (the

intelligibility gain was 19 and 18 percentage points, respectively).

Furthermore, irrespective of speaking style, English listeners displayed a clear

advantage for their own accent (i.e., SSBE). They also found Finnish-accented English

more intelligible than Korean-accented English. The ACCDIST analysis performed

across pairs of talkers can account for the intelligibility differences between these

accents; the accent distance between Finnish and English talkers was closest, and the

accent of Korean talkers was more distant from the two accents. That is, the Finnish

talkers had an accent that was more similar to Standard Southern British English,

suggesting that they were more proficient L2 speakers of English who had acquired

more native-like phonetic/phonological representations of English compared to the

Korean talkers. It thus appears that it was easier for English listeners (i.e., SSBE

speakers) to map the Finnish-accented speech onto their phonetic and phonological

representations, thereby finding the accent easier to understand than the Korean accent

that was acoustically more distant.

The recognition accuracy of Korean listeners was modulated by speaker accent in a

more complex way. The accent similarity results revealed that the accent of Korean

listeners resembled the accent of Korean talkers more than that of English or Finnish

talkers in terms of vowel spectra. The accent similarity results based on vowel duration
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showed that Korean listeners were equally similar to Korean and English talkers and

less similar to Finnish talkers. Overall, it is apparent that the accent of Korean listeners

was acoustically closest to the accent of Korean talkers, indicating that they had more

similar phonetic and phonological representations of the L2 (i.e., their L2 knowledge

was influenced by the same L1), and were at similar stages of L2 acquisition.

Nonetheless, the Korean listeners found the other accents as intelligible as the Korean

accent. Likewise, accent similarity was not a significant predictor of intelligibility for

Korean listeners in the mixed-model analysis.

It thus seems that there were other factors determining accent intelligibility for Korean

listeners. It is possible that accent familiarity played a role in modulating accent

intelligibility (e.g., Adank et al., 2009). That is, SSBE and KE were equally intelligible

to Korean listeners possibly because they had been living in England at the time of

testing and were thus familiar with the Southern British accent to some extent.

Specifically, Korean listeners may have learned to map the native accent onto their

underlying phonological representations through experience with that accent, despite

not having fully developed native-like underlying representations (e.g., Sumner &

Samuel, 2009). However, Finnish-accented English was also equally intelligible as the

other accents despite the fact that the Korean listeners had little exposure to Finnish-

accented English. Although this might seem to invalidate the familiarity account, it is

possible that Korean listeners were recruiting representations that they had developed

through exposure to SSBE to understand the Finnish speakers, whose accents were

acoustically fairly similar to SSBE. For example, according to exemplar theories of

speech perception, listeners process speech sounds by matching them with acoustically
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similar exemplars that they have previously encountered (e.g., Goldinger, 1998;

Goldinger, 1996; Johnson, 1997).

It should also be noted that non-native listeners’ perceptual and phonological processes

that are used for speech recognition might not necessarily match their production

accuracy. The Speech Learning Model (Flege, 1995) predicts that the production of

L2 sounds depends on how accurately the sounds are perceived, and the production

and perception of L2 sounds have been shown to be moderately correlated in several

studies (e.g., Flege, 1993; Flege, Bohn, & Jang, 1997; Flege, MacKay, & Meador,

1999). However, they do not necessarily develop in parallel; acquiring production

skills may require more extensive early language experience (e.g., experience of

speaking as well as hearing) than acquiring perception skills (Oh, Jun, Knightly, &

Au, 2003), and conversely, production can also precede perception in some cases (e.g.,

Sheldon & Strange, 1982 for Japanese speakers learning English /r/ and /l/; Evans &

Iverson, 2007 for native listeners adapting to a new accent). Although it is hard to

further interpret this result without comparing the perception and production for

specific L2 sounds, it is plausible that Korean listeners have developed their

underlying phonological processes to understand native or experienced L2 speakers to

a certain level, but their production has not reached the same level of proficiency.

Alternatively, it is possible that the English and Finnish talkers inherently had higher

intelligibility compared to the Korean talkers regardless of their accent-related

features, which may have helped the Korean listeners overcome the relatively

difficulty in understanding the accents that were different from their own. Previous
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research has shown that intelligibility is also determined by inherent talker clarity that

is related to global acoustic-phonetic characteristics such as energy in the mid-

frequency region, and the intelligibility of individual talkers has been shown to be

highly correlated across native and non-native listeners (van Dommelen & Hazan,

2012; Iverson, Pinet, & Evans, 2014). The effect of individual talker intelligibility is

difficult to know with the current number of talkers, but it would be interesting to

explore its effect in future studies.

Although there was an indication that Korean listeners had higher intelligibility for

their own accent in the casual speech condition (Figure 2-4), this was only marginally

significant. Instead, there was a significant two-way interaction between talker accent

and speaking style. Specifically, intelligibility differences between accents, with SSBE

and FE being more intelligible than KE, were only found in the read speech condition

(Figure 2-5). It is possible that the casual speech of the less-fluent Korean talkers was

relatively more intelligible because it had fewer reduced pronunciation variants (e.g.,

fewer casual speech processes or more salient acoustic-phonetic cues such as word-

final stop releases, Bent & Bradlow, 2003) compared to that of native or Finnish

talkers, thereby diminishing the intelligibility differences between the accents in the

spontaneous speech condition. Non-native speakers who are not at an advanced stage

of the target language acquisition are more likely to produce canonical forms even

though they are deviant from the native norm, and this can help the listener to

overcome the difficulty in understanding the L2 accent that is distant from their own.
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In summary, the results of the current study support the previous finding that speech

recognition in noise is affected by the accents of the talkers and listeners, with English

listeners showing a distinct advantage for their own accent, and Korean listeners

finding all three accents similarly intelligible. Accent similarity was able to account

for the differences in accent intelligibility for English listeners (e.g., Finnish speakers

were more intelligible than Korean speakers), but it appears that other factors may

have also contributed to the observed patterns of accent intelligibility for Korean

listeners. Their experience with SSBE might have helped them to understand the native

speakers and the Finnish speakers who had more native-like accents, even though their

production skills did not match those of the speakers. It may be advantageous to test

non-native listeners and talkers with varying levels of L2 proficiency to clarify these

findings because it is possible that the proficiency of the Korean listeners somewhat

varied in this study, causing mixed accent effects.

In addition, the new speech recognition task (i.e., picture evaluation task) was found

to be successful in evaluating speech recognition performance for both spontaneous

and read speech materials and thus has great potential for use in future research to

examine the recognition of spontaneous speech. The current findings also demonstrate

that talker-listener accent interactions that had previously been found using read

speech extend to spontaneous casual speech, and that features of casual speech can

make L2 speech perception more challenging. However, it should be noted that the

effect of speaking style was not completely isolated from that of noise in the current

study as different SNR levels were used for each speaking style condition. It would
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thus be ideal to have the same noise levels between the two conditions in a future

study.

Lastly, the current findings did not clearly support the prediction that talker-listener

accent interactions could be stronger in natural communicative situations where

speakers talk casually. That being said, the intelligibility differences between the

accents found in the read speech condition (i.e., Korean talkers were less intelligible

than English and Finnish talkers) disappeared in the spontaneous speech condition,

suggesting that certain characteristics of casual speech produced by inexperienced

non-native talkers could in fact be beneficial for the listener regardless of what accent

the listener has (e.g., less reduced forms). It remains for future research to investigate

which processes or acoustic-phonetic characteristics in non-native casual speech lead

to increased intelligibility, and how they affect speech recognition by native and non-

native listeners. It would be interesting to further investigate these questions using

spontaneous speech to understand how everyday speech communication is influenced

by speaker accent.
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Chapter 3 Cortical entrainment to the amplitude envelope of
speech

3.1 Introduction

Much of our knowledge of L2 speech perception has been based on findings from

experiments that used isolated words or syllables as stimuli. However, speech

comprehension in everyday life involves processing speech that is longer (i.e.,

continuous speech) as well as more phonetically variable. The current study originally

set out to develop methods that measure how L2 listeners process continuous speech.

The processing of longer utterances involves a whole range of speech recognition

processes such as phoneme recognition, word segmentation, and lexical access, but

recent research has shown that speech recognition also involves processing slow

amplitude fluctuations in speech (i.e., the amplitude envelope) at the cortical level

(e.g., Ahissar et al., 2001; Luo & Poeppel, 2007; Peelle et al., 2013) which has not

been investigated in L2 speech perception research. This cortical response to speech

may help account for speech recognition difficulties experienced by L2 listeners in

everyday life that are related to processing connected speech.

The present study thus examined neural entrainment to the amplitude envelope of

speech using EEG, while subjects listened to continuous stories in their native

language, second language or a language that they did not understand. This measure

was chosen because previous research has suggested that there is a positive

relationship between neural tracking of the temporal envelope and speech

comprehension (e.g., Peelle et al., 2013). That is, one could expect that native listeners

have greater entrainment to the speech envelope that do non-native listeners; this could
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provide evidence supporting the hypothesis that the effect of language experience is

seen at an early, auditory level of speech processing, and that this effect extends to the

processing of continuous speech. Using a cross-linguistic design, the present study was

also able to investigate the much-debated issue on the link between entrainment and

speech intelligibility (e.g., Peelle et al., 2013; Howard & Poeppel, 2010; Millman,

Johnson, & Prendergast, 2015) without altering the acoustic properties of the speech

signals.

3.1.1 Cortical entrainment to the amplitude envelope of speech

An increasing number of studies have shown that low frequency neural oscillations in

the auditory cortex (1~8 Hz) become phase-locked to slow temporal fluctuations in

the speech signal, that is, the amplitude envelope, during speech perception (e.g.,

Ahissar et al., 2001; Luo & Poeppel, 2007; Peelle et al., 2013). This neural activity is

also referred to as ‘cortical/neural entrainment to speech’. Temporal modulations

particularly in the theta band (4-8 Hz) are related to the production of syllables (i.e.,

the mean syllable duration of English is approximately 200 milliseconds in

spontaneous speech; Greenberg, 1999). Entraining to those quasi-rhythmic amplitude

fluctuations in speech is thought of as increasing the efficiency of speech processing;

the phase of neural oscillations is modulated such that critical acoustic information

delivered by slow amplitude fluctuations arrives at a time of high neural excitability

(possibly via phase-resetting by stimulus onsets; Peelle & Davis, 2012).

The amplitude envelope in the speech signal is used to carry important linguistic

information - both segmental (e.g., voicing and manner of articulation) and
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suprasegmental cues (e.g., stress; Rosen, 1992). Evidence from behavioural studies

suggests that listeners are thus able to understand speech fairly well with limited

spectral information if low-frequency envelope cues are available (e.g., Shannon,

Zeng, Kamath, Wygonski, & Ekelid, 1995). Similarly, Ghitza and Greenberg (2009)

found that while intelligibility was poor when listening to time-compressed speech

(compressed by a factor of 3), intelligibility increased dramatically when fragments of

silence were inserted, such that the duration of a compressed portion of speech and

added silence matched the duration of the original syllable (i.e., when the original rate

of low-frequency information was preserved). These studies demonstrate that the low-

frequency envelope information is important for speech recognition.

Recent neuroimaging evidence has suggested that low-frequency entrainment to

speech does not merely reflect neural encoding of the speech envelope, but is

associated with other important processes of speech recognition. Several studies have

found that the degree of phase-locking measured between neural signals and amplitude

envelopes is correlated with speech intelligibility (e.g., Peelle et al., 2013; see Chapter

3.1.2 for details). In addition, in a competing-talker background, attention can

modulate envelope tracking activity, selectively enhancing the entrainment to the

target talker (e.g., Ding & Simon, 2012a; Kerlin, Shahin, & Miller, 2010). Speech

entrainment is thus thought to reflect speech segregation, a prerequisite for successful

speech recognition in complex auditory scenes (e.g., Ding & Simon, 2012a; see

Chapter 4).
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The mechanism underlying neural entrainment to speech has been elaborated by

Giraud and Poeppel (2012) who hypothesized that delta (1-3 Hz), theta (4-8 Hz), and

gamma (low gamma; 25-35 Hz) oscillations track multi-timescale units of speech;

namely, lexical and phrasal units (that form a prosodic unit such as ‘Intonational

Phrase’ carrying an intonation contour), syllables, and phonemes, respectively. This

theory is largely based on the close temporal correspondence between these speech

units and brain rhythms. As previously mentioned, syllables are produced at similar

rates to theta oscillations; lexical and phrasal units occur at slower rates around 1-2 Hz

(delta); and cues used to differentiate phonemes (e.g., segmental cues to manner of

articulation or voicing) occur at faster modulation rates roughly matching the gamma

band. The authors thus theorised that this speech-brain alignment could be a neural

mechanism of speech processing which allows for segmentation of connected speech

into discrete units 10 . Gross et al. (2013) also showed this multi-timescale neural

tracking of speech in their magnetoencephalography (MEG) study; the phase of delta

and theta oscillations and the amplitude of gamma oscillations (35-45 Hz) were

entrained to the amplitude envelope of speech. In addition, cross-frequency coupling

between neural oscillations in theta and gamma bands (i.e., theta-gamma nesting) is

thought to be one of the principles in this oscillation-based speech processing (Giraud

& Poeppel, 2012; Ghitza, 2011); the phase of theta determines the properties (i.e.,

amplitude) of gamma oscillations11.

10 Ghitza (2011) also proposed a parallel model ‘Tempo’ which postulates that a cascaded array of
oscillators tracks the rhythm of speech, which governs the decoding time during memory access.
11 This theta-gamma nesting has been demonstrated in an earlier study by Lakatos et al. (2005) which
found that neural oscillations occurring in different frequency ranges are hierarchically organised; delta
phase modulates the amplitude of theta oscillations, and theta phase modulates the amplitude of gamma
oscillations (‘oscillatory hierarchy hypothesis’).
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Although speech entrainment has been found at multiple time scales (e.g., Gross et al.,

2013), it remains to be seen whether it reflects speech processing at linguistic levels

(i.e., phonological, lexical, semantic and syntactic). This somewhat overlooked

question seems to be important because these speech units (i.e., phonemes, syllables,

words, and phrases) are segmented by using language-specific linguistic knowledge

rather than purely relying on acoustic cues (see Ding, Melloni, Zhang, Tian, &

Poeppel, 2016). Similarly, “syllable” is a phonological unit that is defined differently

depending on language (i.e., languages have different syllable structures), and the

amplitude envelope does not necessarily provide clear information about syllables

(Cummins, 2012). In this sense, theta-band entrainment to the amplitude envelope

does not necessarily mean that listeners are parsing “syllables”. It thus remains to be

seen how much speech entrainment is associated with “linguistic” processing (see

Obleser, Herrmann, & Henry, 2012 for other problems of the theory).

3.1.2 Entrainment to the speech envelope and speech intelligibility

While a growing body of literature has demonstrated that neural oscillations track slow

amplitude modulations in the speech signal during speech perception, it is

controversial whether this neural activity purely reflects auditory processing of speech

or is related to higher-level linguistic processing. More specifically, the relationship

between speech intelligibility and cortical entrainment to the temporal envelope has

been extensively studied in recent papers which have produced inconsistent findings.

This question is closely related to the aim of the present study which was to examine

the role of native language experience on auditory cortical processing of the temporal

envelope. This section will discuss the results from the previous studies in detail. It is
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important to note that all these studies used altered speech signals such as vocoded

speech (Peelle et al., 2013; Ding, Chatterjee, & Simon, 2014), time-compressed speech

(Ahissar et al., 2001; Nourski et al., 2009) and time-reversed speech (e.g., Howard &

Poeppel, 2010; Gross et al., 2013) or added background noise (Ding & Simon, 2013

to manipulate speech intelligibility.

Table 3-1: Studies that examined the relationship between speech intelligibility and neural
entrainment to the temporal envelope

Some of the studies shown in Table 3-1 found greater entrainment to the speech

envelope when the intelligibility of speech was greater. One of the earliest studies by

Ahissar et al. (2001) examined cortical responses to time-compressed speech that was

created with varying compression ratios (0.2, 0.35, 0.5 and 0.75) using MEG. The

12 In this paper, the amplitude envelope was directly altered. When the amplitude envelope was distorted,
entrainment to the envelope and intelligibility decreased.
13 Nourski et al. (2009) reported mixed results as to the relationship between envelope tracking and
speech intelligibility (see p.77 for details).

Study Stimuli
Positive

relationship
found?

Ahissar et al. (2001) Time-compressed speech Yes

Luo & Poeppel (2007) Speech-noise chimaeras Yes

Peelle et al. (2013) Noise-vocoded speech Yes

Gross et al. (2013) Backward-presented speech Yes

Ding & Simon (2013) Spectrally-matched background noise Yes

Ding et al. (2014) Noise-vocoded speech Yes

Doelling, Arnal, Ghitza, &
Poeppel (2014)

Envelope alterations12

Yes

Nourski at al. (2009)13 Time-compressed speech No

Howard & Poeppel (2010) Time-reversed speech No

Millman et al. (2015)
Tone-vocoded speech before/after the
presentation of the original sentence
(“pop-out”)

No
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temporal envelope was distorted accordingly. They found that the degree of phase-

locking and frequency-matching (computed from Fast Fourier Transforms of the

signals) between the temporal envelopes of speech stimuli and neural responses was

correlated with speech comprehension. They also found a significant individual-level

correlation between speech comprehension and the degree of frequency-matching.

They thus argued that neural phase-locking to the temporal envelope is a prerequisite

for speech comprehension. Luo and Poeppel (2007) further investigated this issue, also

in an MEG study, where the intelligibility of speech was manipulated using speech-

noise chimaeras (i.e., 4-band chimaeras containing only envelope information and 1-

band chimaeras containing only fine structure information). By calculating phase

coherence between trials (i.e., neural signals) within and across sentences, they found

that phase patterns in theta-band neural responses can discriminate between different

sentences (i.e., greater coherence for within-stimulus trials), and that the accuracy of

discrimination was correlated with speech intelligibility. In contrast, theta-band power

was not able to discriminate between different sentences, suggesting that phase

modulation is the key mechanism of theta-band envelope tracking.

Peelle et al. (2013) compared entrainment to noise-vocoded speech with different

numbers of channels using MEG. The noise-vocoding technique was used to vary the

amount of spectral detail in the speech signal while preserving the amplitude envelope,

which is different from some of the previous studies, in which the amplitude envelope

was directly altered as a result of the acoustic manipulation used (e.g., time-

compression; Ahissar et al. 2001). They similarly found that neural phase-locking to

speech was significantly greater for intelligible stimuli (i.e., 16 channel vocoded
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sentences) than for unintelligible stimuli (i.e., 1 channel vocoded sentences). They also

showed that this intelligibility effect was seen in the left hemisphere. Moreover, this

occurred despite the fact that the amplitude envelope was more or less preserved in

both conditions. The authors thus argued that it is likely because listeners were able to

predict the onset of upcoming speech events (e.g., words) using linguistic information

available in the speech signal. However, the difference between 4 channel vocoded

(i.e., moderately intelligible) and 4 channel spectrally rotated (i.e., unintelligible)

speech was less clear; they found increased entrainment for the intelligible condition

only in the region of interest (ROI) analysis (i.e., for a 5 mm radius sphere centred on

the middle temporal gyrus peak), not in the whole-brain analysis.

Gross et al. (2013) also found greater theta and delta entrainment to the envelope of

normal speech (i.e., intelligible) than to that of the backward-played counterpart (i.e.,

unintelligible). Reversing speech in time can make it unintelligible (Saberi & Perrott,

1999), while preserving the overall properties of the amplitude envelope. Furthermore,

their results showed that the amplitude of gamma oscillations was phase-locked to the

speech envelope, and the degree of phase-locking was also greater for normal speech

than for backward-presented speech. In addition, theta-gamma and delta-theta cross-

frequency coupling (between theta phase and gamma amplitude, and delta phase and

theta amplitude, respectively) was stronger for intelligible than unintelligible speech.

It should be noted, however, that time-reversal can alter the amplitude envelope in

some aspects (e.g., sounds containing acoustic transients such as plosives) and

possibly affect the neural processing of the envelope (e.g., Peña & Melloni, 2012).
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When background noise is added to speech, the results appear to be more complicated;

Ding and Simon (2013) found that entrainment to slower temporal modulations in

speech (< 4 Hz) was robust to background noise up to the signal to noise ratio (SNR)

of -6 dB, whereas entrainment to faster modulations (4-8 Hz) decreased with

decreasing SNR levels. There was also a significant positive correlation between

subjectively rated intelligibility scores and entrainment accuracy for individual

listeners at the SNR of -3 dB. Based on these results, the authors suggested that more

precise encoding of the temporal envelope enhances speech comprehension in noisy

environments, not the other way around as suggested in Peelle et al. (2013), and that

the bottleneck for speech recognition in noise lies in the ability to extract the speech

signal from background noise (i.e., auditory processing).

Moreover, Ding et al. (2014) directly investigated the effect of spectro-temporal fine

structure on cortical entrainment to the speech envelope; half of their speech stimuli

were mixed with spectrally matched stationary noise at the SNR of 3 dB, and the other

half were not. Each of these stimuli (i.e., speech and speech-in-noise mixture) was then

either noise-vocoded (4-channel and 8-channel) or unprocessed. When listeners heard

natural, unprocessed speech, entrainment was robust to background noise, similar to

what Ding and Simon (2013) found. However, as the spectral resolution of speech was

reduced, entrainment to speech decreased in background noise in both delta (1~4 Hz)

and theta (4~8 Hz) ranges. There were also significant positive correlations between

individual listeners’ speech intelligibility scores and delta-band entrainment in some

of the conditions (i.e., 4-channel vocoded speech in quiet and 8-channel vocoded
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speech in quiet and noise). That is, entrainment to the temporal envelope was

modulated by the spectro-temporal fine structure of the speech signal.

The authors thus concluded that neural entrainment to the temporal envelope in fact

reflects a collective, object-level neural representation of speech achieved by ‘an

analysis-by-synthesis process’ (e.g., Poeppel, Idsardi, & van Wassenhove, 2008;

Shamma, Elhilali, & Micheyl, 2011). In an analysis-by-synthesis process, multiple

acoustic features of a complex auditory scene are first encoded sub-cortically in the

analysis phase, and features belonging to a single auditory object are then grouped

together using segregation cues in the synthesis phase. The authors suggested that

entrainment to speech is thus enhanced when greater spectral cues are available to

segregate the target auditory object from background noise. It should be noted,

however, that the effect of noise vocoding was different in quiet; delta-band neural

entrainment increased as the spectral resolution of speech decreased, whereas theta-

band entrainment decreased. The authors argued that delta-band entrainment might

reflect increased listening effort, because delta activity can reflect top-down attention

(Schroeder & Lakatos, 2009).

Together, above-mentioned studies are all in agreement with one another in that they

found that neural synchronisation to the amplitude envelope of speech was correlated

with the amount of spectral detail in the speech signal or speech intelligibility.

However, it remains unclear whether speech comprehension directly enhances

tracking/encoding of low-frequency amplitude modulations (Peelle et al., 2013), or

whether acoustic properties of the speech signal such as the amount of spectral detail
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(e.g., Ding et al., 2014) or alterations in the amplitude envelope itself (e.g., time-

reserved speech) affect neural phase-locking to the speech envelope, which in turn,

affects later linguistic processing. If the latter is the case, speech comprehension is not

directly related with envelope tracking.

Interestingly, some studies failed to find a positive relationship between entrainment

and intelligibility as shown in Table 3-1. In Howard and Poeppel (2010), there was no

significant effect of comprehension on phase-locked neural responses; the accuracy of

sentence discrimination using theta-band phase patterns of single-trial MEG signals

was not different for unintelligible, time-reversed sentences, or unprocessed

counterparts, indicating that envelope tracking could be independent of speech

comprehension. The authors concluded that theta-band speech tracking reflects

cortical processing of low-frequency temporal modulations that are essential to

intelligibility, but it does not directly reflect higher-level linguistic processing.

Nourski et al. (2009) reported somewhat mixed results regarding the relationship

between speech entrainment and comprehension. They directly observed envelope

tracking from Heschl’s gyrus (HG) by measuring average evoked potentials (AEPs)

and high-frequency power (70~250 Hz) in the electrocorticogram (ECoG) 14 in

response to time-compressed speech. They found that the envelope-tracking response

in the high-frequency activity of the ECoG was apparent in both left and right

hemispheres even when the speech was made unintelligible at high compression rates

(0.3 to 0.2); in contrast, the envelope-tracking response shown in the AEP was

14 Electrocorticography (ECoG) is an invasive brain-imaging technique that records electrical activity
of the brain directly from the surface of the cortex in surgical epilepsy patients.
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deteriorated by the higher compression rates that reduced intelligibility, similar to

Ahissar et al. (2001). These mixed results led to the conclusion that entrainment to the

speech envelope in the auditory cortex is not necessarily a limiting factor for speech

comprehension, which is consistent with what was suggested by Howard and Poeppel

(2010).

As discussed previously, it is difficult to determine the causal relationship between

speech comprehension and entrainment to the speech envelope, even if there is a

positive correlation between the two. That is, it is not clear whether speech

comprehension directly affects entrainment to the speech envelope, or entrainment

purely reflects processing occurring early in auditory cortex which is merely

modulated by acoustic properties of speech required for speech comprehension (e.g.,

spectral detail). In an attempt to resolve this issue, Millman et al. (2015) created a new

paradigm in which subjects listened to identical tone-vocoded sentences before and

after the original, unprocessed sentence was presented. After hearing the original

sentence, perceptual “pop-out” is expected to occur (Davis, Johnsrude, Hervais-

Adelman, Taylor, & McGettigan, 2005), where previously unintelligible vocoded

speech becomes intelligible. Thus, the sentence presented before the original sentence

served as a control for the sentence presented after the original sentence. In addition,

they used tone-vocoded speech, as the amplitude envelope was shown to be better

preserved in tone-vocoded speech than in noise-vocoded speech (Whitmal, Poissant,

Freyman, & Helfer, 2007). They showed that phase-locked responses were not

different between unintelligible and intelligible sentences that were acoustically
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identical, suggesting that theta-band entrainment to the temporal envelope is not

enhanced by linguistic information.

Taken together, the studies reviewed so far have yielded inconsistent results on the

effect of speech intelligibility on cortical entrainment to the temporal envelope.

Some of the inconsistencies may have arisen from using different speech intelligibility

manipulations, or potential confounds associated with using some of the

manipulations. For example, it has been suggested that the amplitude envelope may

not be faithfully retained in noise-vocoded speech and time-reversed speech (e.g.,

Millman et al., 2015). In addition, it is sometimes difficult to determine the causal

relationship between speech intelligibility and envelope tracking because any decrease

in speech intelligibility may simply be an outcome of degraded processing of the

acoustic signal at an auditory level (e.g., due to reduced spectral resolution), which

would weaken the view of top-down amplification of envelope tracking (e.g., Peelle

et al., 2013).

3.1.3 Cross-linguistic differences in neural entrainment to speech

In order to avoid potential confounds that arise from altering the acoustic signal, the

current study manipulated speech intelligibility by comparing responses recorded from

listeners with different language backgrounds who differ in terms of how much they

can understand the target language. In addition to investigating the relationship

between intelligibility and entrainment, the cross-linguistic experiment was able to

examine the role of native language experience in cortical entrainment; greater

entrainment for one’s native language speech could be expected given that listeners’
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perceptual representations are better tuned for their native language (e.g., Iverson et

al., 2003). There is some neurophysiological evidence suggesting that language

experience can alter how speech is processed even at early auditory levels. For

example, the mismatch negativity (MMN) response (i.e., a pre-attentive brain response

to an odd stimulus in a sequence of identical stimuli) has proven sensitive to the

categorisation of phonemes (e.g., Näätänen et al., 1997; Dehaene-Lambertz 1997), and

Chinese listeners have been shown to have a more robust frequency following

response (FFR) in the auditory brainstem than English speakers in response to

Mandarin tones (Krishnan et al. 2005, 2008, 2009; see Chapter 1.1 for details). While

it has not yet been established how theta entrainment to the amplitude envelope can

reflect cross-language differences, it is possible that listeners have facilitated neural

synchronisation to certain shapes of amplitude envelopes that are related to the syllable

structure (e.g., complex onsets) or rhythmic properties (e.g., stress) of their native

language. Such cross-linguistic differences could be found at an auditory level without

involving higher-level linguistic processing (i.e., during passive listening), as shown

by other auditory brain responses.

Peña and Melloni (2012) had a cross-linguistic design in an EEG study where they had

native Italian and Spanish speakers listen to Italian, Spanish, and Japanese sentences,

with stimuli played both forwards and backwards. Using a time-frequency analysis,

they examined the power of oscillations over time in each frequency band; theta (4-8

Hz), alpha (9-14 Hz) and middle gamma (55-75 Hz), rather than measuring the phase

coupling between neural and acoustic signals. The results showed that listeners had a

sustained increase in theta power when listening to all three languages. That is, theta-
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band oscillatory activity occurred regardless of whether the language had similar

rhythmic and prosodic structures to listeners’ native language, or whether listeners

understood the language. Peña and Melloni (2012) thus suggested that tracking of low-

frequency amplitude fluctuations in the theta band occurs independently of higher-

level language processing. In contrast, smaller theta power was found in backward-

played versions of the stimuli; this occurred likely because syllables can be distorted

in backward speech (e.g., ones containing plosives), thereby making it more difficult

to track syllables.

In their study, cross-linguistic differences were only found in middle gamma power,

which is thought to reflect semantic and syntactic unification processes (e.g., Hald,

Bastiaansen, & Hagoort, 2006); listeners had enhanced middle gamma power only for

the language that they were able to understand (i.e., their native language, forward).

Although their findings suggest that theta oscillatory activity in response to speech is

independent of comprehension and not language-specific, this remains to be confirmed

largely because they examined theta-band power rather than phase entrainment. As

mentioned previously, the phase modulation of theta oscillations is the key mechanism

of envelope tracking (Luo & Poeppel, 2007; Howard & Poeppel, 2010).

3.1.4 Neural source localisation of the envelope tracking response

Generally, neural entrainment to the speech amplitude envelope has been shown to

originate bilaterally in the auditory cortex, displaying similar spatial distribution as

auditory M100 (e.g., Luo & Poeppel, 2007; Doelling et al., 2014). However, there is

also evidence showing that entrainment to speech occurs in regions involved in higher-
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level linguistic processing. Ding et al. (2016) examined cortical entrainment to speech

using electrocorticography (ECoG), which provides better spatial resolution than

MEG. They found significant syllabic-rate responses to intelligible speech (but not to

the acoustic control) in bilateral posterior and anterior superior temporal gyri (pSTG

and aSTG, respectively) and the left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) when measured with

high-gamma (70-200 Hz) power15, and in broader areas in temporal and frontal lobes

when measured with low-frequency activity. Some of these areas (e.g., left IFG, left

pSTG, and right STG) are related to linguistic processing such as semantic, syntactic

and prosodic processing (e.g., Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; Pallier, Devauchelle, &

Dehaene, 2011). Similarly, Peelle et al. (2013) found bilateral phase-locked responses

to the envelope of unintelligible speech in their MEG study in a number of regions

including superior and middle temporal gyri, inferior frontal gyri, and motor cortex,

but entrainment was enhanced for intelligible speech (i.e., 16-channel compared to 1-

channel vocoded speech) in the left hemisphere, particularly around the left middle

temporal gyrus. Because it is still a relatively low-level auditory area (e.g., Davis &

Johnsrude, 2007), the authors concluded that this result supports top-down influences

of linguistic content on low-level auditory processing.

Some studies have shown right hemisphere lateralisation in theta-band entrainment to

the speech envelope (e.g., Luo & Poeppel, 2007), which supports the hypothesis that

there is an inherent hemispheric asymmetry with the left hemisphere preferentially

extracting information from short integration windows (20-50 ms) and the right

hemisphere from long windows (150-250 ms; Asymmetric Sampling in Time;

15 High gamma power is highly correlated with multiunit firing rates (e.g., Ray & Maunsell, 2011).
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Poeppel, 2003). Gross et al. (2013) found the same lateralisation patterns; delta and

theta entrainment were right-lateralised, whereas gamma entrainment was left-

lateralised. That being said, most studies have failed to find right-lateralised theta-band

entrainment.

3.1.5 Measures of cortical entrainment to the speech amplitude envelope

Because measuring phase-locking activity requires a high temporal resolution, most

of the previous studies have used MEG. A few studies have used EEG (e.g., Hambrook

& Tata, 2014; O’Sullivan et al., 2015) or ECoG (e.g., Nourski et al., 2009). There are

also different ways of calculating the degree of phase-locking between neural

oscillations and the amplitude envelope of speech. In the time-domain, one can

measure the degree of cross-correlation between two signals (e.g., Ahissar et al., 2001;

Nourski et al., 2009). Phase Locking Value (PLV) is also a metric of phase coupling

which estimates the instantaneous phase difference between two signals (Lachaux,

Rodriguez, Martinerie, & Varela, 1999; used in Gross et al., 2013). Computational

modelling techniques such as signal reconstruction have also been widely used (e.g.,

Ding & Simon, 2012a; Di Liberto, O’Sullivan, & Lalor, 2015).

The present study used a measure of coherence, which is a metric that computes the

degree of phase-locking between two signals as a function of frequency; the current

study measured coherence between EEG signals and the amplitude envelope of the

speech signals as used in Peelle et al. (2013), which is referred to as ‘cerebro-acoustic

coherence’. This measure was suitable for measuring neural processing for longer,

continuous speech because it does not require repeated presentation of the same
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stimuli. The present study was thus able to examine the processing of continuous

speech that is more reflective of natural speech encountered in realistic environments.

3.1.6 Aims of the present study

It is a matter of continuing debate whether or not cortical entrainment to the amplitude

envelope of speech is affected by higher-level linguistic processing. The aim of the

present study was to see if entrainment to the temporal envelope of speech could be

modulated by whether or not the listener understands the language. To avoid any

confounds that may arise from altering the acoustic signal, an experiment was designed

such that speech intelligibility (i.e., speech comprehension) could be manipulated

using natural, unprocessed speech. To this end, a cross-linguistic study was conducted;

EEG responses were recorded from two groups of listeners with different native

language backgrounds - British English and Korean. They listened to continuous

speech (i.e., stories) in three languages including their native language: English,

Korean and Spanish. Similar to Peña and Melloni (2012), this cross-linguistic design

created different conditions according to the degree of speech comprehension; English

listeners could only understand English, but not Korean or Spanish. Korean listeners

could understand Korean and English to some degree as they were second-language

learners of English, but not Spanish.

In addition, the present study was conducted with the aim of developing EEG methods

that measure how L2 listeners process continuous speech. By examining their cortical

entrainment to the amplitude envelope of continuous speech, the present study may be

able to reveal L2 speech processing difficulties for natural, continuous speech that
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stem from an early auditory level. Specifically, native listeners’ envelope tracking

activity could be stronger than that of non-native listeners if linguistic processing (i.e.,

speech comprehension) can enhance lower-level tracking of the speech envelope.

Native listeners can be expected to have more robust entrainment also because they

can have perceptual representations that are tuned for the language (e.g., syllable

structure, rhythm; see Chapter 3.1.3 for details).

The EEG experiment of the present study consisted of passive and active listening

tasks. While most previous studies have used active listening tasks (e.g.,

comprehension tasks) to measure phase-locked responses to speech, a passive listening

task was conducted first. Because auditory cortical responses can be recorded

passively (e.g., Cortical Auditory Evoked Potentials), this task allowed for

measurement of envelope tracking while listeners passively listened to speech without

focusing attention on the linguistic content of the speech (i.e., they were watching a

silent movie). Secondly, the active listening task was conducted using the same stimuli

(different subjects). In this task, to ensure that subjects attend to the acoustic stimuli,

listeners were asked to perform a syllable-spotting task. Listeners’ attention to the

stimuli was thus better controlled compared to the passive task. This particular task

was chosen instead of speech comprehension tasks because listeners had to listen to

languages that they did not understand. Meanwhile, listeners were naturally able to

understand the speech materials while doing the syllable-spotting task, when the

stimuli were spoken in their native language (or second language).
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3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Subjects

Twelve monolingual native speakers of Standard Southern British English (6 females;

mean age: 32.8 yr) and twelve monolingual native speakers of Korean (7 females;

mean age: 28.4 yr) participated in the passive listening task. For the active listening

task, there were also twelve monolingual native speakers of Standard Southern British

English (8 females; mean age: 23.7 yr) and twelve monolingual native speakers of

Korean (7 females; mean age: 25.6 yr). The groups in the passive and active tasks were

independent of each other (i.e., no subject took part in both tasks). The listening task

was a between-subjects factor because this study was initially designed as a passive

listening task, but the active task was conducted afterwards to see if focusing attention

on the acoustic stimuli affects envelope-tracking activity (see Chapter 3.1.6). There

were four more Korean speakers (4 females) who participated in the experiments, but

their data were not used for analysis due to containing several noisy electrodes or an

excessive amount of blinking. All subjects were right-handed with no self-reported

hearing, language or neurological disorders.

All English subjects reported that they had never learned Korean. All Korean

participants reported that they had learned English for 12.6 years on average starting

from approximately the age of 12, and that they had lived in English-speaking

countries for an average of 14 months as adults; they were living in London at the time

of testing. Most of the English and Korean subjects had not learned Spanish. However,

one English subject in the passive listening task reported that he was learning Spanish

at the time of testing, and that his proficiency level was beginner. Three English
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subjects in the active task also reported that they had learned Spanish at school for

approximately 3.7 years on average, but their self-reported proficiency level was

beginner or intermediate. Some of them also informally reported that they can only

understand basic Spanish words and expressions. Two Korean subjects in the active

listening task reported that they had learned Spanish in Korea at the age of 19 and 16.

However, their experience with Spanish was limited; their length of learning was one

year and their self-reported proficiency level was beginner or intermediate.

Considering that the Spanish stories used in the experiment were classic novels read

by a native speaker at a natural speaking rate, it seems unlikely that these subjects with

limited experience with Spanish were able to understand the stories. Nonetheless,

additional analyses were carried out to see if the experience with Spanish affected their

neural entrainment.

3.2.2 Stimuli

Female speakers of the three languages (i.e., English, Korean, and Spanish; one

speaker each) were recorded reading stories in their native language. Specifically, the

English talker was a native speaker of Standard Southern British English (age: 25), the

Korean talker (i.e., the author) was a native Korean speaker from a city near Seoul

(age: 28), and the Spanish talker was a native Spanish speaker from Galicia (i.e., north

west Spain; age: 25). Stories were excerpted from two or three short stories or novels

for each language; the Secret Garden (Burnett, 1909) and Lazy Jack (n.d.) for English;

Heungbuwa Nolbu (2003) and Mongsil Unni (Kwon, 2007) for Korean; and Casa

tomada (Cortázar, 1947), La casa de Asterión (Borges, 1949), and El eclipse

(Monterroso, 1958) for Spanish. The recordings were edited such that each stimulus
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comprised two minutes of continuous speech excerpted from a single story. Six stimuli

were created for each language (6*3=18). The same 18 stimuli were used for the

passive and active listening tasks. All stimuli had 44100 16-bit samples per second.

The RMS amplitude was equalised to 70 dB SPL across stimuli.

In the active listening task, subjects were asked to count how many times a target

syllable occurred in each stimulus. Because of large dissimilarities between phoneme

inventories of the three languages, it was not possible to choose the same target

syllables for all three languages. Different target syllables were therefore used in each

language as shown in Table 3-2. However, they were carefully selected after

consulting with native speakers of each language so that each target syllable consisted

of a consonant and a vowel that are not difficult to detect acoustically for both native

and non-native listeners of the language. The target syllables occurred 1 to 6 times in

each 2-minute stimulus.

Table 3-2: Target syllables used for the syllable-spotting task

English Korean Spanish

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[]

[e]

[]

[]

[]

3.2.3 Apparatus

All stimuli were presented via Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2014) using an external

sound card (RME Fireface UC) and Etymotic ER-1 insert earphones. To obtain timing
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information of the stimuli, triggers were generated as pulses on a separate audio

channel, which were converted to TTL triggers via a custom circuit. EEG was recorded

through a Biosemi Active Two system with 64 (Ag/AgCl) electrodes mounted on an

elastic cap, and 7 external electrodes (left and right mastoids, nose, two vertical and

two horizontal EOG electrodes). Unreferenced EEG signals were recorded with a

sampling rate of 2048 Hz. Electrode impedances were kept within the range of ±25k

Ω during the experiment. Time-aligned triggers were also recorded by the EEG 

system.

3.2.4 Procedure

In the passive listening task, subjects were instructed to watch a silent animation movie

and not to pay attention to the speech being presented through insert earphones, while

their electrophysiological activity was recorded. The stimuli were presented in six

randomized blocks, each consisting of three stimuli (one language each), and the

subjects had a short break between blocks.

In the active listening task, EEG was recorded while subjects fully attended to the

stimuli, which were also presented in six randomized blocks. Before subjects began

listening to each stimulus, they listened to an instruction in their native language

recorded by the same speaker who read the stimuli of that language, to say that they

should count how many times the target syllable occurs in the two-minute story. The

target syllable was presented in isolation three times in a row during the instruction.

They were also informed that they could only use their fingers for counting if needed,

in order to minimize any body movements. After each stimulus finished, the subjects
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orally answered how many times they heard the target syllable. They had a short break

between blocks. Because the sole purpose of conducting the syllable-spotting task was

to make sure that subjects paid attention to the stories, the results of this task were not

analysed.

3.2.5 Analysis

3.2.5.1 Pre-processing

All pre-processing of the EEG data was performed offline in Matlab. The EEG signals

were referenced to the average of the left and right mastoids. Noisy channels were

interpolated. The data were then high-pass filtered at 0.1 Hz and low-pass filtered at

40 Hz using Butterworth filters as implemented in the ERPlab toolbox (Lopez-

Calderon & Luck, 2014) of EEGlab (Delorme & Makeig, 2004). All pre-processing

procedures, except for filtering, were performed in Matlab using the Fieldtrip toolbox

(Oostenveld, Fries, Maris, & Schoffelen, 2011).

3.2.5.2 Coherence analysis

In the present study, coherence was used to measure the degree of phase-locking

between the amplitude envelope of speech and its corresponding EEG signal (i.e.,

cerebro-acoustic coherence, Peelle et al., 2013). Prior to calculating coherence,

amplitude envelopes were calculated from the speech stimuli; the speech signals were

full-wave rectified and then filtered using the same high-pass (cut-off: 0.1 Hz) and

low-pass filters (cut-off: 40 Hz) that were used for the EEG signals (i.e., Butterworth

filters in ERPlab). The speech signals were also down-sampled to 2048 Hz to match
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the same sampling rate of the EEG data. These procedures were all performed in

Matlab.

The continuous EEG signal and the amplitude envelope of its corresponding acoustic

signal were segmented into 2-second epochs. Because there were some silent portions

in the stimuli (e.g., pauses between sentences), epochs were rejected if the RMS

amplitude of the corresponding speech signals was smaller than the lowest 10th

percentile of the RMS amplitude for the entire speech data. The epochs were then

multiplied by a Hanning-window and transformed into the frequency domain using a

Fast Fourier transform (FFT). The 2-second signals used in the Fourier transform

resulted in a 0.5 Hz frequency resolution. As shown in the following formula (3.1),

coherence between two signals x and y is defined as the cross-spectral density of the

two signals ௫௬ܩ divided by the power spectrum of each signal ௫௫andܩ ,௬௬ܩ and each

of these components is averaged across trials (i.e., epochs) before calculating

coherence. Values of coherence lie between 0 and 1 in which 0 means no phase

coupling and 1 means perfect phase coupling; the more constant the phase difference

between the two signals is, the closer the coherence value is to 1.

௫௬ܥ =
หீ ೣ

మห

ீೣೣீ
(3.1)

3.2.5.3 Denoising Source Separation

Denoising Source Separation (DSS; de Cheveigné & Simon, 2008) was used to isolate

the neural activity that was phase-locked to the amplitude envelopes of the stimuli.

This technique increases the signal-to-noise ratio of the activity of interest within
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neural data by deriving linear combinations of electrodes with weights. Specifically,

DSS is performed by first running a Principle Component Analysis (PCA) on raw

neural data, normalising it (i.e., rendering the data ‘spherical’), and then applying ‘bias

filters’ such as data averaged across trials to enhance relevant parts of the data (i.e.,

the power along the direction that captures that activity of interest) while reducing the

rest. PCA is then applied again to align these directions with the final component axes

(such that the highest-ranked component captures the relevant activity best). This

technique can be used to remove artifacts (e.g., power line noise, cardiac artifacts) or

to extract part of data that is only relevant to a specific response (e.g., auditory-specific

response during audiovisual speech perception; de Cheveigné & Simon, 2008; de

Cheveigné & Parra, 2014). DSS has also been shown to be effective in isolating the

speech-tracking response in several previous studies (Ding & Simon 2012a; Ding &

Simon 2014; Kong, Somarowthu, & Ding, 2015; Ding et al., 2016).

In the current study, spatial filters (i.e., linear combinations of electrodes) were

calculated for each subject from the covariance of the raw data at each electrode and

the covariance of the coherence values at each electrode averaged over all trials

between 1 and 20 Hz. The present study used the first four DSS components that

maximized the reliability of coherence for each subject. It appeared that the first four

components all captured activity related to envelope tracking, but with varying

degrees. The components were then projected back into sensor space and were used to

calculate coherence.
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3.3 Results

As displayed in Figure 3-1, listeners had clear coherence peaks in the theta range (4-8

Hz) across conditions, suggesting that listeners had envelope-tracking activity in this

frequency range consistent with the previous literature. Figure 3-2 shows the

topographic distribution of the mean coherence values for each group of listeners (i.e.,

2 listening tasks * 2 listener native languages). The topographies suggest that the

envelope-tracking response was strong in frontocentral electrodes. While this should

be interpreted with caution without appropriate source analyses, the distribution

broadly agrees with other studies that found speech entrainment or other auditory

responses in similar areas (e.g., Luck & Kappenman, 2012; Doelling et al., 2014).

Coherence values were therefore averaged across 25 frontocentral electrodes (Fz, F1,

F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, FCz, FC1, FC2, FC3, FC4, FC5, FC6, FT7, FT8, Cz, C1,

C2, C3, C4, C5, C6) for statistical analysis. Other electrode sites were not included in

the main statistical analysis because the data that were projected back into sensor space

from DSS components were already weighted, such that electrodes that showed great

phase-locked responses to the speech envelope had greater weights than electrodes

that did not. Comparing different electrodes in the statistical analysis is thus unlikely

to yield different results.
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Figure 3-1: Results of the coherence analysis by language for all listening tasks and listener
native languages (i.e., for each group of listeners). Coherence values are plotted as a function of
frequency (2-20 Hz).
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Prior to conducting the main statistical analysis, a permutation analysis was conducted;

within each group of listeners, amplitude envelopes were randomly permuted between

trials to calculate the coherence for random pairs of amplitude envelopes and EEG

signals. This process was performed 500 times to determine the distribution of the

permuted coherence. The coherence was again averaged across the 25 frontocentral

electrodes in this analysis. Any real coherence values above the 95th percentile of the

permuted coherence were considered to be significant. As displayed in Figure 3-3,

coherence values of the real data (i.e., true pairings of EEG and amplitude envelopes)

lie above the significance line in the theta range (4-8 Hz) in all conditions. That is, the

results confirm that the coherence peaks observed in the current study were indeed

driven by greater phase coupling between EEG and speech signals occurring in that

Figure 3-2: Topographies of the mean coherence values in the theta range (4-8 Hz) for all listening
tasks and listener native languages (i.e., for each group of listeners)
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range. It should be noted that in this permutation analysis, the coherence calculation

shown in (3.1) was performed across all subjects within each group (rather than

calculating the coherence within each individual and averaging it across individuals),

under the assumption that all individuals within each group would have more or less

the same phase relationships with the amplitude envelopes. However, the overall

magnitude of coherence was found to be smaller in this analysis, because the

calculation performed across subjects was in fact affected by the inter-individual

variation of the data especially in the active listening task.

Figure 3-3: Permutation analysis for all listening tasks and listener native languages (i.e., for each
group of listeners). Black lines show mean coherence values calculated across subjects as a
function of frequency. Blue lines denote the p < 0.05 significance level based on the distribution
of the permuted coherence (500 random permutations).
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Based on the results of the permutation analysis, the main statistical analysis was

performed with coherence values averaged between 4 and 8 Hz (9 frequency points at

intervals of 0.5 Hz). A linear mixed-model analysis was conducted in R using the R

package lme4 (Bates et al., 2015), with coherence values as the dependent variable;

language background of listeners (English and Korean listeners), language of stimuli

(English, Korean, and Spanish), and listening task (passive and active) as fixed effects;

and with by-subject random intercepts. Specifically, all the main effects of the fixed

factors and their interactions were included in the model, as it was expected that they

all might affect the degree of neural entrainment to the amplitude envelope (see

Chapter 3.1.6). The package CAR (Fox & Weisberg, 2002) was used to calculate type

II analysis-of-variance tables.

There was a significant main effect of language of stimuli, χ²(2) = 26.55, p < 0.001. 

Bonferroni post-hoc t-tests found that the coherence for Spanish was significantly

greater than for English, p = 0.0017, while the difference between Spanish and Korean

and the difference between Korean and English were not significant, p = 0.1818 and

0.3162, respectively (Figure 3-4). However, the interaction between listener’s native

language background and stimuli language was not significant, p = 0.9353. That is,

the effect of stimuli language (i.e., greater entrainment for Spanish) was not different

between English and Korean listeners.
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Figure 3-4: Combined boxplot and beeswarm plot of individual coherence values for each
language of stimuli averaged over English and Korean listeners.

One could expect that the interaction between listener and stimuli language would only

emerge in the active listening task, given the previously found positive relationship

between speech comprehension and entrainment (e.g., Peelle et al., 2013). However,

there was no significant 3-way interaction between stimuli language, listener’s native

language and listening task, p = 0.5791. This suggests that entrainment to the speech

envelope is not modulated by whether or not listeners understand the language of the

speech materials (i.e., active task), or whether or not they process rhythmic or syllabic

structures of their native language. The main effect of listening task also did not reach

significance with the p-value of 0.1103, indicating that neural oscillations can become

phase-locked to speech in the environment without listeners’ paying attention to it. All
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the other main effects and interactions were also not significant16, p > 0.05. Coherence

results for each stimulus language, listener native language and listening task are

displayed in Figure 3-5 and Table 3-3.

To examine whether the results were different for the six subjects who had learned

Spanish (see Chapter 3.2.1), additional analyses were performed. A linear mixed-

model analysis was conducted with coherence values as the dependent variable;

listeners’ experience with Spanish (no experience vs. experience) and language of

stimuli as fixed effects; and with by-subject random intercepts. The main effect of

language was also significant in this analysis, χ²(2) = 27.42, p < 0.001. However, the 

main effect of Spanish learning experience failed to reach significance with the p-value

of 0.0783. More importantly, the two-way interaction between stimuli language and

Spanish experience was not significant, p = 0.7365, confirming that the subjects’

experience with Spanish did not affect their neural entrainment to that language.

Furthermore, the results of the main mixed-model analysis were highly similar when

it was conducted without the six subjects. That is, the main effect of stimuli language

was significant, χ²(2) = 22.27, p < 0.001, with Spanish showing higher coherence than 

English (Bonferroni post-hoc t-tests, p = 0.0041), but no other main effects or

interactions were significant.

16 However, it is unclear why Korean listeners had a stronger envelope-tracking response in the right
hemisphere than did English listeners particularly in the active listening task (Figure 3-2). It remains
for further research to address this question using appropriate source localisation methods.
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Table 3-3: Descriptive statistics of coherence for each group of listeners (i.e., 2 listening tasks * 2
listener native languages), separately for different language conditions

Listener Group Language Mean Standard Deviation

English listeners
Passive task

English 0.0067 0.0024
Korean 0.0072 0.0021
Spanish 0.0087 0.0031

English listeners
Active task

English 0.0056 0.0027
Korean 0.0072 0.0044
Spanish 0.0087 0.0053

Korean listeners
Passive task

English 0.0077 0.0027
Korean 0.0090 0.0034
Spanish 0.0110 0.0066

Korean listeners
Active task

English 0.0055 0.0025
Korean 0.0071 0.0029
Spanish 0.0078 0.0032

Figure 3-5: Combined boxplot and beeswarm plots of individual coherence values by language for
all listening tasks and listener native languages (i.e., for each group of listeners)
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3.4 Discussion

The present study investigated neural processing of continuous speech in EEG

recordings in terms of cortical entrainment to the amplitude envelope of speech. A

cross-linguistic paradigm was used to vary the degree of speech

comprehension/intelligibility without changing the acoustic properties of the speech.

The present study reproduced the previous finding (e.g., Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Peelle

et al., 2013) that brain oscillations become phase-locked to the amplitude envelope of

the speech signal in the 4-8 Hz range (i.e., theta), with a broad maximum at anterior

and central electrodes. However, the results demonstrate that neural entrainment to the

speech envelope is not modulated by whether or not listeners understand the speech in

contrast to what some of the previous studies found (see Table 3-1). It was only

modulated by the language of stimuli; both English and Korean listeners had higher

entrainment to Spanish, the language that they both could not understand.

It is apparent that entrainment to Spanish stimuli was not enhanced by speech

comprehension, because none of the listeners were able to understand Spanish.

Furthermore, the effect of language was found across different listening tasks. This

suggests that the coherence difference between languages was purely attributable to

acoustic properties of the speech signals such as speaking rate or rhythm

characteristics, rather than other higher-order effects such as attention or

comprehension. One could argue that this result was driven by differences in speech

rhythm between the languages. Specifically, syllables are produced at relatively more

regular intervals in Spanish (i.e., closer to syllable-timing) compared to stress-timed

languages such as English where the duration of syllables varies to a larger extent due
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to having stressed and unstressed syllables (e.g., Ramus, Nespor, & Mehler, 1999).

The rhythmic classification of Korean is less clear because it has features of both

syllable-timed and stress-timed rhythm (e.g., Lee et al., 1994; Seong, 1995). One may

thus think that the relatively regular occurrence of syllables in Spanish facilitated

neural phase locking to the temporal envelope (e.g., by requiring less frequent phase

adjustment). However, this result should be interpreted with caution because the

speech materials were recorded by one speaker for each language. That is, other

individual speaker characteristics may have contributed to the differences in coherence

such as speaking rate.

Regardless of what acoustic properties of the Spanish stimuli gave rise to the increase

in entrainment, the present findings suggest that the reduction in neural phase-locking

that had been previously seen for less intelligible speech may have been caused by

reduced spectral modulations (e.g., vocoded speech) or other changes in the speech

signal (e.g., altered amplitude envelope), rather than resulting directly from listeners’

inability to use linguistic knowledge. This is consistent with the collective feature

tracking hypothesis (Ding & Simon, 2012b): entrainment to the amplitude envelope

may be an index of collective neural encoding of all speech features rather than the

envelope on its own. That is, it appears that envelope tracking occurs purely at an

auditory level during speech processing, independently of higher-level linguistic

processes.

Researchers have also theorised that phase entrainment to the temporal envelope can

measure tracking of syllables (Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; Ghitza, 2013). Similarly, it
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was also expected in the current study that listeners might have stronger entrainment

for their L1 speech because they can have perceptual representations that are better

tuned for their L1 rhythm or syllable structure through language experience, regardless

of speech comprehension. However, the effect of language experience was not found

in low-frequency entrainment to the speech envelope in this study (see further

discussion in Chapter 5). Similarly, a recent study by Ding and colleagues (2016)

found that both native speakers of English and Mandarin had entrainment to Mandarin

sentences at syllabic rate (i.e., theta), whereas entrainment to larger linguistic

structures – sentences and phrases in the delta range (i.e., around 1 and 2 Hz,

respectively) was only found in native Mandarin listeners, who could understand the

sentences and parse them into appropriate linguistic units. This multi-timescale

entrainment to speech may be a neural mechanism that is specific to speech processing

(Giraud & Poeppel, 2012), but it appears that neural entrainment to rhythmic sensory

inputs (e.g., syllables) itself is not; it has been found in non-human primates such as

macaque monkeys for both speech and non-speech sounds such as animal

vocalisations (e.g., Lalor, Power, Reilly, & Foxe, 2009; Steinschneider, Nourski, &

Fishman, 2013).

There was also no difference in the observed coherence between passive and active

listening tasks, suggesting that theta entrainment to the acoustic envelope of speech is

observed even when listeners are not paying attention to the speech. One could argue

that this result is not consistent with some of the previous studies that found significant

effects of attention on speech entrainment (e.g., Kerlin et al., 2010; Ding & Simon,

2012a). However, these effects have only been found in complex auditory scenes;
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attention has been shown to selectively enhance the neural entrainment to the target

talker over the distractor. Moreover, low-level auditory brain areas have been found

to maintain representations of both attended and unattended speech signals (Ding &

Simon, 2012a; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013). It has also been suggested that increased

neural phase-locking to target talkers is related to successful segregation and encoding

of the target speech signals (Ding & Simon, 2012a). In the current task, entrainment

was similar in passive and active listening tasks, likely because listeners were able to

process the speech signal without needing to segregate competing speech streams with

greater attention as required in competing-talker situations. Thus, this finding does not

necessarily contradict the earlier studies.

In summary, the present study was able to observe phase-locked neural responses to

continuous speech signals in EEG recordings by measuring the degree of phase-

locking between neural oscillations and the speech envelope using ‘coherence’, which

had been previously used in Peelle et al. (2013) with MEG data. It was also possible

to extract envelope-tracking components using DSS (de Cheveigné & Simon, 2008),

which allowed clearer observation of the activity. This study was different from most

of the previous studies in that it compared neural entrainment between native English

and Korean listeners when they were listening to different languages, without

manipulating the acoustic properties of the signals. The present work brings a better

understanding of the link between speech comprehension and cortical entrainment to

the speech envelope. It appears that envelope tracking occurs mainly at an early

auditory level of speech processing and is separable from higher levels of linguistic

processing. It seems to be purely modulated by acoustic properties of the speech signal
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rather than listeners’ higher-level linguistic knowledge. The current findings therefore

suggest that this neural measure may not be suitable for investigating L2 speech

recognition difficulties that are directly caused by less-developed perceptual and

linguistic representations of L2 listeners.
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Chapter 4 Speech recognition in multi-speaker environments17

4.1 Introduction

In everyday life, listeners often encounter situations in which multiple talkers are

speaking at the same time as in social gatherings like parties. Concurrent speech

signals can physically mask the target speech signal, rendering it less intelligible.

Moreover, selectively attending to one speech signal and tuning out other signals

places additional demands on attention and cognitive control (e.g., Brungart, 2001).

Given that following a conversation in a second language can be effortful even in quiet,

the cognitive and perceptual demands of listening in multi-talker environments can

make L2 speech recognition doubly hard and lead to more recognition errors (Cooke

et al., 2008). In addition, as shown in Study 1, speech recognition in adverse conditions

can be modulated by the accents of the listener and the talker (e.g., Bent & Bradlow,

2003). While individuals (i.e., especially native listeners) can comprehend accented

speech with ease in quiet listening conditions, dealing with pronunciations that deviate

from the listener’s own norms can be hard in a competing-talker environment.

This chapter details a study which investigated speech processing by L1 and L2

listeners in a two-talker situation where they selectively attended to the target talker

over the distracting talker (i.e., presented dichotically). Furthermore, the accent of the

talker varied such that it either matched that of the listener or not. This study used EEG

methods to tap into specific speech recognition processes rather than assessing overall

17 Part of this work has been submitted to a journal as: Song, J., and Iverson, P. (under revision).
Listening effort during speech perception enhances auditory and lexical processing for non-native
listeners and accents.
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speech recognition performance alone; measures of neural entrainment and N400 were

used as well as a behavioural measure of speech recognition, to more comprehensively

investigate how L1 and L2 listeners modulate their auditory and lexical processing in

these difficult listening conditions.

Although the results of Study 2 suggested that neural entrainment to speech is not

sensitive to listeners’ native language experience or linguistic processing, one could

still expect that native listeners have stronger entrainment to the target speech than do

non-native listeners in a two-talker situation, because greater target-talker entrainment

has been found for more intelligible speech in previous studies, due to better speech

segregation or comprehension (Kong et al., 2015; Rimmele, Zion Golumbic, Schröger,

& Poeppel, 2015). However, target-talker entrainment in a competing-talker

environment can be enhanced by top-down attention (e.g., Ding & Simon, 2012a;

Kerlin et al., 2010), which can increase as speech recognition becomes more difficult.

It is thus possible that speech entrainment by native and non-native listeners is

modulated by a more complex relationship between intelligibility and their recognition

difficulty. The N400 response (Kutas & Hillyard, 1980) was used to measure neural

effort that listeners exert for lexical processing in given semantic contexts; lexical

processing can be hindered in adverse conditions, but listeners can also increase the

degree of lexical processing to help overcome difficult listening conditions (e.g.,

accent; e.g., Romero-Rivas, Martin, & Costa, 2015).
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4.1.1 Speech recognition in multi-speaker environments

In everyday life, listeners often encounter a situation where they need to selectively

focus on the speech of one talker that is masked by the speech from other talkers.

Speech segregation can be performed using spatial cues if sound sources come from

different locations, or acoustic-phonetic differences between target and distracting

speakers such as their vocal characteristics, intensity levels, or prosodic features (e.g.,

Darwin & Hukin, 2000). Even if the target and distracting signals can be successfully

segregated, the presence of competing speech can cause two types of masking (e.g.,

see Brungart, 2001; Mattys et al., 2009 for reviews). Energetic masking occurs when

the target speech signal is physically masked by another signal in shared spectro-

temporal regions. As a result, portions of the target speech signal are rendered

inaudible. When this occurs, listeners can use “glimpses” (i.e., spectro-temporal

regions where the target speech signal is least affected by the distractor) to help

identify the speech signal (Cooke, 2006)

The other type of masking is called ‘informational masking’, which refers to any

masking effects that remain once energetic masking has been accounted for (Cooke et

al., 2008). According to Cooke et al. (2008), this mostly refers to higher-level (i.e.,

cognitive or linguistic) consequences of masking. Specifically, listeners need to exert

additional cognitive resources to ignore the distracting signal (i.e., competing attention

of the masker). If the competing speech is intelligible, there is further interference from

the linguistic (i.e., lexical and semantic) content of the competing signal. Competing

speech is thus more detrimental to the recognition of the target speech when it is

produced in a native language than in a foreign language (Rhebergen et al., 2005; Van
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Engen & Bradlow, 2007; Garcia Lecumberri & Cooke, 2006). Similarly, babble noise

is more detrimental when it is produced by few talkers than by a number of talkers

(e.g., Freyman et al., 2004). That is, because any processing caused by the masker

(e.g., competing attention and linguistic interference) can tax cognitive resources, the

performance on the target speech recognition can suffer from the overall increase in

cognitive load. Furthermore, listeners can misallocate elements of the masker (e.g.,

frication, bursts, or larger units such as words) to the target, thereby causing an error

in the identification of phonemes and words in the target signal. This is also

categorised as one type of informational masking (Cooke et al., 2008).

4.1.2 Increased cognitive load in adverse listening conditions

In the present study, listeners selectively attended to the target talker presented in one

ear while ignoring the distracting talker in the other ear. As a result, informational

masking mainly occurred. That is, the listener could hear the target speech signal

clearly in the target ear (i.e., no energetic masking), but they needed greater cognitive

resources or listening effort to process the target speech. The same holds true for other

realistic communicative situations such as dual-tasking (e.g., pilots who need to

control the flight of an aircraft while communicating with air-traffic controllers).

Because one’s processing resources are limited (Kahneman, 1973), listeners under

these circumstances have less cognitive resources left to allocate to the main speech

recognition task.

Previous research has suggested that the accuracy of speech perception generally

suffers from the cognitive load caused by concurrent tasks (e.g., visual search), but it

can also alter specific aspects of speech perception. Specifically, listeners showed an
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inflated “Ganong effect” for phoneme categorisation; an acoustically ambiguous

phoneme is more likely to be categorised as what results in a word (e.g., “gift” rather

than “kift”), but this tendency was greater while listeners were performing a concurrent

task (Mattys & Wiget, 2011). That is, listeners’ ability to pay attention to fine phonetic

detail is disrupted under high cognitive load. Similarly, a concurrent visual task

increased listeners’ reliance on lexical cues to word segmentation while reducing

reliance on acoustic cues (Mattys et al., 2009). Mattys et al. (2014) has suggested that

cognitive load in fact disrupts perceptual sensitivity only at the sub-lexical level

without affecting lexical activation; they found similar lexical effects on phoneme

restoration in load and no-load conditions. Likewise, cognitive load caused by a visual

task was shown to reduce auditory responses to unattended non-speech tones that were

presented concurrently with the visual stimuli, causing “attentional deafness” (Molloy,

Griffiths, Chait, & Lavie, 2015). In this series of studies, cognitive load refers to any

load that arises from the recruitment of central processing resources due to

simultaneous attentional and mnemonic processing that is not related to speech

recognition (Mattys & Wiget, 2011).

More generally, additional listening effort or cognitive load can arise as a secondary

consequence of adverse listening conditions, whether due to background noise,

accented speech, or hearing loss. The Ease of Language Understanding (ELU) model

(e.g., Rönnberg, 2003; Rönnberg, Rudner, Foo, & Lunner, 2008) suggests that explicit

working memory processes are needed to resolve mismatches between listeners’

phonological representations and the acoustic input, resulting in increased cognitive

effort. The increased demands on working memory can lead to a decrease in
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performance on other tasks due to a shortage of cognitive resources. For example,

adults with hearing loss were found to be poorer at remembering sentences that they

heard than those with normal hearing (e.g., Piquado, Benichov, Brownell, &

Wingfield, 2012).

Various methodologies have been used to investigate listening effort. Neuroimaging

studies have demonstrated that listeners recruit additional cognitive resources in

adverse conditions, by showing greater activation in middle and superior temporal

areas, left inferior frontal gyrus, premotor cortex, and other brain areas that are not

typically engaged during language processing, including anterior insula, frontal

operculum, and anterior cingulate (e.g., Davis & Johnsrude, 2003; Eckert et al., 2009;

Erb, Henry, Eisner, & Obleser, 2013; Erb & Obleser, 2013; Vaden et al., 2013; Wild

et al., 2012). This increased effort can sometimes play a compensatory role. For

example, engagement of these additional areas (e.g., engagement of middle temporal

gyrus by older listeners) was shown to improve speech comprehension (i.e.,

behavioural performance) in some studies (e.g., Erb & Obleser, 2013; Peelle et al.,

2011; Vaden et al., 2013).

In contrast to those functional MRI studies, EEG can provide a means of investigating

listening effort that is more temporally precise. For instance, the power of alpha

oscillations has been shown to increase when processing more degraded auditory

stimuli, and the N1 response (i.e., a negative peak occurring at around 100 ms after

stimulus onset) was likewise found to increase and peak earlier (e.g., Obleser,

Wöstmann, Hellbernd, Wilsch, & Maess, 2012; Obleser & Kotz, 2011). Recently,
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physiological measures such as pupillometry (i.e., measure of pupil dilation) have also

been used. For example, Zekveld, Kramer, and Festen (2011) found that listening

effort as measured by the pupil response declined as the intelligibility of speech

increased, but this decrease in the pupil response was smaller for older and hearing-

impaired listeners than for normal-hearing listeners. That is, older and hearing-

impaired listeners exhibited less ‘release from effort’ as a function of intelligibility.

One can also use dual-tasking paradigms to assess listening effort, because a decrease

in performance on a secondary task can reflect an increase in listening effort associated

with the primary speech perception task (see McGarrigle et al., 2014 for a review).

4.1.3 Listening effort during L2 speech recognition

The main focus of this study was on how L2 speech processing is affected by increased

speech recognition difficulties in a competing-talker environment. It is well-

established that adverse listening conditions are more detrimental to L2 speech

perception (see Chapter 1.3 for details), but the previous findings were largely based

on the effects of energetic masking (e.g., stationary noise). That is, there is only sparse

evidence for effects of cognitive load on L2 speech perception, and previous results

are not congruent with one another.

In a visual world eye-tracking study by Ito, Corley, and Pickering (2017), cognitive

load caused by a concurrent memory task delayed predictable eye movements using

preceding verbs, but to similar degrees for L1 and L2 listeners. However, Cooke et al.

(2008) found that non-native listeners were more adversely affected by informational

masking caused by competing speech streams, and that the native advantage became
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greater with increasing levels of the masker. The authors suggested that this occurred

likely because non-native listeners were less accurate at allocating sound components

to the target/masker using language-specific cues (e.g., accent-related acoustic-

phonetic characteristics of the competing talkers) and they suffered more from the

cognitive load incurred by the presence of competing speech signals. Furthermore,

non-native listeners might not be able to rely on other sources of information (e.g.,

lexical cues) to compensate for the depletion of processing resources caused by

concurrent tasks (Mattys, Carroll, Li, & Chan, 2010), because of their deficits in

exploiting high-level linguistic cues.

While the disproportionate effect of cognitive load or informational masking on L2

speech recognition can arise due to L2 listeners’ inability to exploit language-specific

cues, the effect can be greater for non-native listeners also because listening to L2

speech requires greater processing resources or listening effort18 by itself, thereby

depleting their processing resources. Based on the ELU model (e.g., Rönnberg, 2003),

this is because the degree of a mismatch between an incoming acoustic signal and the

listener’s mental representations is expected to be larger for non-native listeners,

whose L2 phonological representations are less precise and may deviate from the

acoustic input (e.g., their representations are influenced by their L1 knowledge).

Furthermore, non-native listeners’ linguistic processes are less developed for the target

language, thereby requiring greater processing load compared to L1 processing which

involves more automatized processes (see Clahsen & Felser, 2006 for a review).

18 The term ‘listening effort’ can refer to perceived (i.e., subjective) effort, but more objectively, it
means the amount of processing resources allocated to a task, that is, processing load (Lemke & Besser,
2016).
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Neuroimaging studies have shown greater activations for L2 than L1 speech

processing in some language areas such as the left inferior frontal gyrus, or distinct

activations for L2 processing in areas that are not typically used for L1 processing,

such as the anterior cingulate (e.g., Callan, Jones, Callan, & Akahane-Yamada, 2004;

Dehaene et al., 1997; see Indefrey, 2006; Stowe & Sabourin, 2005 for reviews).

Similarly, previous electrophysiological studies have shown that L2 listeners are

slower with certain linguistic processes (e.g., semantic or syntactic integration

processes) than are native listeners (e.g., Hahne, 2001; Hahne & Friederici, 2001; see

Newman, Tremblay, Nichols, Neville, & Ullman, 2012; Weber-Fox & Neville, 1996

for N400 during reading), and that they may not be able to attain a native-like

automatic process (e.g., left anterior negativity in response to morphosyntactic

violations) even if they are highly proficient in their L2 (e.g., Mueller, Hahne, Fujii,

& Friederici, 2005; Mueller, 2005). A recent pupillometry study by Schmidtke (2014)

examined cognitive effort needed for lexical retrieval during spoken word recognition;

bilingual listeners had an overall delayed pupil response compared to monolingual

listeners, and a neighbourhood density effect (i.e., greater retrieval effort for words

with higher neighbourhood density) was greater for bilinguals than for monolinguals.

Effects of word frequency and neighbourhood density also varied among bilingual

listeners depending on their language proficiency (i.e., smaller effects with increasing

proficiency). Taken together, these findings indicate that due to their intrinsic L2

speech recognition problems that require additional processing resources, L2 listeners

have less cognitive resources left to deal with cognitive demands of adverse listening

conditions.
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4.1.4 Neural measures of auditory and lexical processing

The present study investigated speech processing by L1 and L2 listeners in two-talker

situations where listeners must selectively attend to the desired talker while ignoring

the distracting talker. As discussed above, the presence of concurrent speech streams

increases the cognitive demands of the listening situation. The neural measures

described in the current section (4.1.4) provided a means to examine auditory and

lexical processing by L1 and L2 listeners in this listening situation. Specifically, the

present study examined cortical entrainment to the speech envelope and the N400

response.

4.1.4.1 Cortical entrainment to the amplitude envelope of speech

While multi-talker environments make speech recognition harder, humans as well as

other animal species possess the ability to attend to one auditory object with relative

ease by decomposing the complex auditory scene into separate auditory objects (e.g.,

Bregman, 1990). Researchers have sought to find the neural mechanisms underlying

this “cocktail-party effect” (Cherry, 1953). Recent studies have shown that when

listeners selectively attend to a target talker against distracting talkers, low-frequency

entrainment to the speech envelope is relatively enhanced for that target speech (Ding

& Simon, 2012a; Kerlin et al., 2010; Zion Golumbic et al., 2013; Horton, D’Zmura, &

Srinivasan, 2013), revealing neural mechanisms by which the auditory system

selectively processes target speech streams in a complex auditory environment.

Specifically, Ding and Simon (2012a) reconstructed the temporal envelopes of target

and distracting talkers using MEG signals that were recorded while listeners attended
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to one of the two competing talkers. The reconstructed envelope was more strongly

correlated with the envelope of the target talker than that of the distracting talker or

the two talkers combined. This suggests that entrainment to the amplitude envelope of

speech can be modulated by top-down attention in a complex auditory scene.

Moreover, neural responses to the attended speech were found to adapt to the intensity

of that signal, suggesting object-based intensity gain control. Zion Golumbic et al.

(2013) also examined neural tracking in competing-talker environments, by measuring

low-frequency phase and high gamma power in direct recordings made from the

surface of the cortex (i.e., ECoG); robust entrainment was found for both target and

distracting signals in low-level auditory regions (i.e., superior temporal gyrus)

although the response to the attended speech was relatively enhanced. In contrast,

“selective” entrainment to the target talkers was also observed (i.e., no detectable

response to the unattended speech) in higher-order language and attentional control

regions as well as low-level auditory areas.

Furthermore, previous work has found a clear interaction between speech

intelligibility and attention in envelope-tracking activity (for further discussion of the

relationship between speech intelligibility and entrainment, see Chapter 3). For

example, Rimmele et al. (2015) found more robust entrainment for attended than

ignored sentences, but only when the sentences were natural (i.e., no differences

between attended and unattended sentences when they were noise-vocoded). The

authors argued that the enhanced entrainment observed for more intelligible, attended

speech indicates that listeners exploited higher-level linguistic information to aid

lower-level auditory tracking of the speech envelope.
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Similarly, Kong et al. (2015) found that the difference in neural entrainment between

attended and ignored speech streams increased as the spectral resolution of the speech

signals increased (i.e., unprocessed speech and noise-vocoded speech generated with

varying numbers of channels). They also found a significant correlation between

listeners’ attentional modulation of the response (i.e., the entrainment difference

between attended and unattended speech signals) and speech comprehension

performance. In contrast to the explanation provided by Rimmele et al. (2015), the

authors of this study suggested that this likely occurred because speech segregation

cues were less available due to spectral degradation, thereby impairing listeners’

ability to employ top-down attention to selectively process the target speech over the

distractor. Although the exact causal relationship between attentional control of neural

speech tracking and speech comprehension remains unknown, it seems that top-down

attentional modulation of selective tracking is correlated with speech intelligibility.

Furthermore, a recent EEG study by O’Sullivan et al. (2015) found that target-talker

entrainment in a two-talker situation was correlated with performance on a high-level

attention task. Specifically, there was a significant positive correlation between neural

selectivity for attended speakers (i.e., the accuracy of determining attended speakers

using the stimulus reconstruction method, similar to as used in Ding and Simon,

2012a) and how accurately subjects answered questions about the stories that they

heard. Because the subjects were young normal-hearing listeners (i.e., this study did

not test non-native listeners in particular), their performance on the behavioural task

likely depended on how well they attended to the target talkers and remembered what

they heard, rather than their linguistic knowledge or language experience. The
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correlation seen in this study thus demonstrates that neural tracking of the speech

envelope in a complex auditory scene is directly modulated by listeners’ attentional

deployment during the task. Focusing more attention on the target signals may have

also facilitated speech comprehension in this difficult listening condition. However,

exerting more attentional effort may not necessarily lead to better speech

comprehension especially for non-native listeners, who have relatively poor L2

knowledge. That is, greater focused attention on the target speech may reflect greater

comprehension difficulties or listening effort experienced by listeners.

In the present comparison of L1 and L2 listeners, one could expect that L1 listeners

would have greater target-talker entrainment than L2 listeners, based on the links

between speech comprehension and selective neural tracking of attended speech

(Rimmele et al., 2015; Kong et al., 2015). Specifically, L1 listeners might have greater

target-speech entrainment because it has been thought to be enhanced by top-down

prediction using linguistic cues in some studies (Rimmele et al., 2015; also see Peelle

and Davis, 2012 for a review). It is equally plausible that native listeners are better at

segregating competing speech streams than are non-native listeners (e.g., Cooke et al.,

2008) and thus build a more robust neural representation of the target speech signal

over the distractor (Kong et al., 2015). In contrast, it is possible that target-talker

entrainment is modulated by listening effort or attention needed for the task (e.g.,

O’Sullivan et al., 2015), independently of listeners’ speech comprehension. If the latter

is the case, L2 listeners might have greater target-talker entrainment because they

likely need greater cognitive resources to understand target speakers than do L1

listeners.
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4.1.4.2 N400

The N400 component of the event-related brain potential (ERP) is a negative response

that peaks at around 400 ms after word onset, which was first known as a negative

response to semantic incongruity (e.g., “He spread the warm bread with socks”; Kutas

& Hillyard, 1980). N400 is thought to be a marker of lexical and semantic processing

which reflects the amount of effort spent integrating the target word into previous

context (e.g., Brown & Hagoort, 1993; Hagoort, 2008; Osterhout & Holcomb, 1992);

words that are predictable from the context require less processing effort (thus reduced

N400) than those that are harder to predict. The N400 response normally has a centro-

parietal maximum (see Kutas & Federmeier, 2011 for a review) and can also reflect

the ease of lexical access (Federmeier, 2007; Kutas & Federmeier, 2000). According

to this view, the N400 response does not necessarily mirror a combinatorial process in

which a lexical item is integrated into the preceding context. Instead, any factors that

facilitate lexical access such as word frequency can lead to a reduction in N400

amplitude (e.g., Van Petten & Kutas, 1990; for a review, Lau, Phillips, & Poeppel,

2008). Predictable words are thus easier to access from long term memory (i.e., smaller

N400) because the context pre-activates features related to that lexical item.

Researchers have examined the N400 response to investigate how listeners modulate

their lexical and semantic processing in adverse listening conditions. Aydelott, Dick,

and Mills (2006) found that low-pass filtering the sentence context reduced N400

differences between congruent and incongruent final words, which was driven by

decreased N400 amplitudes for incongruent words. Similarly, Obleser and Kotz (2011)

found that N400 differences between high and low cloze probability keywords became
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smaller with increasing levels of signal degradation (i.e., noise-vocoded sentences).

Specifically, N400 amplitudes for low cloze keywords monotonically increased with

better signal quality, whereas N400 for high cloze keywords showed an inverted-u

shape pattern (i.e., greater N400 for the 4-channel than 1-channel or 16-channel

conditions). In addition, the N400 effect peaked earlier for more intelligible

conditions. These findings suggest that lexical semantic processing is disrupted when

the signal quality does not allow listeners to use contextual cues in the speech signal

(cf. Boulenger, Hoen, Jacquier, & Meunier, 2011; Strauß, Kotz & Obleser, 2013).

Informational masking can also affect the N400 response; Carey, Mercure, Pizzioli,

and Aydelott (2014) found that the overall magnitude of the N400 response was

reduced regardless of semantic conditions when listeners attended to one of two

competing speakers that were presented dichotically. The authors suggested that this

occurred because informational masking disrupted the engagement of speech

comprehension processes.

The N400 response can be useful for the purpose of the present work, also because

N400 has been explored for a range of native and non-native talkers and listeners in

previous research. Accented speech can also be seen as one form of degraded speech,

in that it contains phonetic and phonological features that deviate from listeners’

mental representations. Listeners thus need a greater amount of cognitive effort to

process accented speech (e.g., Van Engen & Peelle, 2014). In addition, listeners need

a normalisation or adaptation process to be able to correctly map segmental and

suprasegmental deviations in foreign-accented speech onto their

phonetic/phonological representations (e.g., Bradlow & Bent, 2008; Clarke & Garrett,
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2004). Behavioural studies have consistently found that listeners are less accurate and

slower at comprehending accents that are different from their own (e.g., Bent &

Bradlow, 2003; Adank et al., 2009; see Chapter 2 for further discussion), but it remains

unclear how the phonetic/phonological variability caused by speaker accent affects

semantic integration or lexical access as measured by N400.

In Goslin, Duffy, and Floccia (2012), N400 amplitude in response to low cloze

probability words was smaller for foreign accents than for unfamiliar regional accents

or the listeners’ own native accent. However, Hanulíková, van Alphen, van Goch, and

Weber (2012) reported similar N400 effects (i.e., N400 difference between

semantically correct and incorrect sentences) in response to a native Dutch accent and

Turkish-accented Dutch, although the response was more widely distributed in the

scalp for the foreign-accented speech (i.e., anterior and posterior distribution). In

contrast, Romero-Rivas et al. (2015) found that semantic violations elicited larger

N400 amplitudes in foreign- than native-accented speech. Foreign-accented speech

also elicited a more negative N400 response for words in semantically correct

sentences than did native-accented speech, but this difference disappeared in the

second block. The authors suggested that this was likely because listeners learned to

use lexical-semantic information to adapt to foreign-accented speech (i.e., a reduction

in N400 amplitude was only found for semantically correct words). They also found

more widely distributed N400 responses for foreign-accented speech compared to the

more-typical centro-parietal distribution of the response for native speech, similar to

Hanulíková et al. (2012). The authors argued that this topographic difference might
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suggest that listeners needed greater cognitive resources to process foreign-accented

speech.

These inconsistencies among previous studies could have occurred because lexical and

semantic processing can have a complex relationship with speech intelligibility;

listeners can increase their reliance on contextual cues or exert additional lexical

processing effort when the speech signal becomes less intelligible (e.g., accented

speech or acoustically degraded speech; e.g., Kalikow et al., 1977; Miller et al., 1951;

Obleser, Wise, Dresner, & Scott, 2007). However, lexical processing can be hindered,

if the acoustic signal is severely degraded and can thus not be sufficiently decoded

(Obleser & Kotz, 2010, 2011; Obleser, Wise, Dresner, & Scott, 2007).

Previous studies have also examined N400 in L2 listeners; Hahne and Friederici

(2001) found similar N400 effects in native listeners and late L2 learners (i.e., their

average age of learning was 21), although the response of the L2 listeners was

relatively delayed. In Hahne (2001), however, L2 listeners who had started learning

the L2 after the age of 10 had a N400 response that was larger and delayed for

semantically correct sentences compared to that of L1 listeners (i.e., thus smaller N400

effects in L2 than L1 listeners) as well as being extended to frontal electrodes. No

difference was found for semantically incorrect sentences. These results indicate that

L2 listeners may not be unable to attain native-like semantic processing when they

reach a certain-level of L2 proficiency, but that they likely need greater effort for

lexical processing even when words are easily predictable from context.
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In the present study, L2 listeners’ lexical-semantic processing can be relatively

disrupted compared to L1 listeners, due to their deficits in making use of semantic-

contextual cues or failure to map the acoustic input into correct lexical representations.

That is, facilitation and inhibition of words using contextual information may be

hindered during L2 speech processing, resulting in diminished N400 effects (i.e.,

smaller N400 differences between predictable and less predictable conditions; Hahn,

2001). This is also expected because L2 speech recognition is cognitively more

demanding; similarly, N400 effects were shown to be attenuated under higher working

memory load (D’Arcy, Service, Connolly, & Hawco, 2005; Gunter, Jackson, &

Mulder, 1995). It is also possible that L2 listeners might exhibit greater (i.e., more

negative) N400 amplitudes compared to L1 listeners, if they exert additional effort for

lexical processing to compensate for their L2 speech recognition difficulties.

4.1.5 Aims of the present study

The aim of the current study was to investigate how speech recognition difficulties

experienced by non-native listeners in two-talker situations affect their auditory and

lexical processing. To this end, this study compared neural tracking (i.e., entrainment

to the speech envelope) and N400 responses for target talkers that were recorded in L2

listeners to those recorded in L1 listeners in an EEG experiment. The subjects were

also asked to perform a behavioural task to assess their speech comprehension

accuracy. In this study, target and distracting speakers were presented to separate ears.

Therefore, information masking was expected to occur without energetic masking as

listeners could hear the target speech signal clearly through one ear once segregated

from the distracting signal. As discussed above (Chapter 4.1.4), L2 listeners’ auditory
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and lexical processing can be more severely impaired under this adverse condition

(e.g., cognitive load) than that of L1 listeners, but it is possible that additional listening

effort that arises due to their inadequate linguistic knowledge combined with the

demands of the listening condition results in enhancement in these processes as a

compensatory mechanism.

In addition, the current study varied the accent of the speech materials to determine

how these processes are modulated by whether or not the accent of the listeners

matches that of the talkers, which is another real-life factor which affects speech

intelligibility (see Chapter 2 for details). Listeners likely need greater lexical

processing when listening to accents that do not match their own accent (e.g., Romero-

Rivas et al., 2015), but results of this kind are not always found (e.g., Goslin et al.,

2012). It is also possible that less intelligible accents attenuate the size of N400 effects

by hindering the use of contextual cues. Accent can also affect neural entrainment to

the target speakers; target speakers with more intelligible accents might facilitate

selective entrainment to the target speech (e.g., Rimmele et al., 2015), or conversely,

difficult accents may cause listeners to focus more attention on the target signal,

thereby enhancing the target-talker enhancement.

In this study, native English and Korean listeners (i.e., L2 listeners) heard pairs of

simultaneous English sentences spoken in two different accents (Standard Southern

British English and Korean) and presented to separate ears. EEG was recorded while

listeners were instructed to selectively attend to one of the talkers. Neural entrainment

was measured as the amount of phase coherence between EEG signals and the
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amplitude envelope of the speech from the target and distractor talkers. This study

used sentences that differed in terms of the predictability of the final word, which

allowed for lexical processing to be simultaneously assessed (i.e., N400). Subjects

were instructed to press a button whenever they heard a semantically anomalous

sentence in the target ear (i.e., catch trials), and the accuracy of the button response

was used as a behavioural measure of their speech recognition performance.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Subjects

Twenty-three native speakers of British English (12 female) and 21 native speakers of

Korean (14 female) participated in the experiment. The British subjects reported that

they were native speakers of Standard Southern British English, except for 3 subjects

who grew up in other parts of England (South West or Northern England). All the

British subjects were monolingual speakers. The Korean subjects reported that they

had started learning English at school in South Korea at an average age of 10 years old

(5-14 y), and that they had not lived in English-speaking countries before they became

adults. Their average length of residence in English-speaking countries as adults was

1 year (1-31 months). One British subject and two Korean subjects were excluded from

the analyses because they had noisy recordings; they had several bad channels or less

than 50% of trials left after artefact rejection. All subjects were right-handed adults

under 35 years old (mean: English = 21.8 y, Korean = 26.5 y) without any self-reported

hearing or neurological impairments.
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4.2.2 Stimuli

English sentences were recorded by female native speakers of Standard Southern

British English and Korean (i.e., one speaker each; they were both 28 years old). The

Korean speaker reported that she had been living in London for one year at the time of

testing. The stimuli consisted of 720 pairs, each consisting of two sentences produced

by each of the talkers. Sentences within a pair were matched in duration. The average

duration of the British sentences was originally 0.44 seconds shorter than that of the

Korean speaker, so the sentences of the British speaker were lengthened and those of

the Korean speaker were shortened by 10% using a pitch-synchronous-overlap-and-

add (PSOLA) procedure (Boersma & Weenink, 2014). All the stimuli had 44100 16-

bit samples per second. The stimuli were counterbalanced between subjects and the

order of presentation was randomized. Sentences presented in the target ear were not

repeated.

The sentences varied in the predictability of the final word to allow for measurement

of N400. This study used an existing corpus of N400 stimuli designed for L2 learners

(Stringer, 2015), and expanded the number of sentences by editing another L2 sentence

corpus (Calandruccio & Smiljanic, 2012) to vary final-word predictability (Appendix

1). High cloze probability sentences comprised 42.5% of the stimuli. They were made

up of strongly constraining sentence contexts and congruent final words as in Beef and

milk come from cows. Another 42.5% of the stimuli were low cloze probability

sentences, neutral sentences such as The man draws pictures of cows. The remaining

15% of the stimuli was made up of semantically anomalous sentences, which had
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strongly constraining sentence contexts but ended with incongruent words, as in Beef

and milk come from bays.

Table 4-1: Example sentences from Stringer (2015) that were used in the experiment. Sentences
differed in the predictability of the final word.

4.2.3 Apparatus

All stimuli were presented via Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2014) using an external

sound card (RME Fireface UC) which was connected to a custom-built trigger box.

The trigger box was used to deliver the stimuli of each speaker separately to left and

right channels via Etymotic ER-1 insert earphones. To obtain timing information of

the stimuli, triggers were generated as pulses on a separate audio channel, which were

converted to TTL triggers via a custom circuit.

EEG was recorded through a Biosemi Active Two system with 64 (Ag/AgCl)

electrodes mounted on an elastic cap and 7 external electrodes (left and right mastoids,

nose, two vertical and two horizontal EOG electrodes). Unreferenced EEG signals

were recorded with a sampling rate of 2048 Hz. Electrode impedances were kept

within the range of ±25k Ω during the experiment. Time-aligned triggers were also 

recorded by the EEG system.

Semantic condition Sentence examples

High cloze probability sentences Patients are cared for by doctors and nurses.

Low cloze probability sentences Trains and buses have big wheels.

Anamolous sentences Wine is usually made from wool.
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4.2.4 Procedure

During EEG recording, the sentences were presented simultaneously in different ears

with a different talker in each ear. Subjects selectively attended to a target ear/talker

and pressed a button whenever they heard a semantically anomalous sentence in that

ear. Before each block started, subjects were told which talker they were to attend to

via which ear. In addition, an Asian or white Caucasian female face lit up in the left or

right side of a small tablet placed in front of the subjects to ensure that they attended

to the correct talker. Subjects were given a short break between blocks. The target

talker and the ear in which her speech was presented alternated every block. The

experiment consisted of 8 blocks of 90 stimuli (i.e., 90 sentence pairs). The duration

of inter-stimulus silence intervals was randomly jittered from 1.5 to 1.7 seconds.

4.2.5 Analysis

4.2.5.1 Pre-processing

After recording, the EEG signals were referenced to the average of the left and right

mastoids. Noisy channels were interpolated. The data were then high-pass filtered at

0.1 Hz and low-pass filtered at 40 Hz using Butterworth filters as implemented in the

ERPlab toolbox (Lopez-Calderon & Luck, 2014) of EEGlab (Delorme & Makeig,

2004). Independent Component Analysis was also applied to the data to remove

components containing eye blinks and horizontal eye movements. All pre-processing

procedures, except for filtering, were performed in Matlab using the Fieldtrip toolbox

(Oostenveld et al., 2011).
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4.2.5.2 N400 analysis

To measure the N400 response, the data were segmented into epochs time-locked to

the onset of each final word (200 ms pre-stimulus and 1000 ms post-stimulus

intervals). Trials with amplitude exceeding ±150 μV were rejected, and the rejection 

rate averaged across subjects was 12.6 %. After subtracting the baseline average over

the pre-stimulus interval, N400 amplitudes were measured by averaging the amplitude

in the 300-500 ms time window. N400 amplitudes were averaged across five midline

electrodes, Fz, FCz, Cz, CPz and Pz, similar to the previous N400 literature (e.g.,

Strauß et al., 2013).

4.2.5.3 Coherence analysis

The degree of phase-locking was measured between EEG signals and the amplitude

envelope of speech for both target and distracting talkers using ‘coherence’ (i.e.,

cerebro-acoustic coherence, Peelle et al., 2013). Before computing coherence,

amplitude envelopes were calculated from the speech stimuli using full-wave

rectification and filtering (i.e., high-pass filtered at 0.1 Hz and low-pass filtered at 40

Hz using Butterworth filters from ERPlab). The amplitude envelopes were also down-

sampled to 2048 Hz to match the sampling rate of the EEG data. The continuous EEG

signals and amplitude envelopes were segmented into 2-second Hanning-windowed

epochs that were time-locked to the onset of each sentence. Coherence between the

amplitude envelope and EEG signals was calculated from the cross-spectral density of

the FFT of the two signals, divided by the power spectrum of each signal (see Chapter

3.2.5.2 for details).
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Denoising Source Separation (DSS; de Cheveigné & Simon, 2008) was used to isolate

the neural activity that was phase-locked to the amplitude envelopes of the stimuli.

Specifically, DSS components were extracted based on spatial filters (i.e., linear

combinations of the electrodes) that were calculated from the covariance of the raw

data at each electrode and the covariance of the coherence calculation at each electrode

over all trials (see Chapter 3.2.5.3 for details of this technique). The DSS components

were calculated across conditions, rather than specifically extracting activity that had

different entrainment for targets and distractors. Related applications of DSS have

been shown to be effective in isolating the envelope-tracking response (e.g., Ding &

Simon 2012a; Ding et al., 2016). The current study used the first four DSS components

that maximized the reliability of coherence for each subject; it appeared that the first

four components all captured activity related to envelope tracking, but with varying

degrees. The components were then projected back into sensor space.

4.3 Results

The topographies in Figure 4-2 display the coherence values for target talkers in the

delta-theta range (1-8 Hz) averaged across conditions of speaker accent and ear of

presentation for each listener group. The tracking activity was mostly found in

frontocentral electrode sites, which is in agreement with the previous finding that this

response originates from bilateral auditory cortex (e.g., Luo & Poeppel, 2007; Doelling

et al., 2014). However, a direct comparison with other studies such as MEG or fMRI

studies is difficult to make without performing source localisation which would be

much more difficult with EEG data than with fMRI or MEG data (Luck, 2005). For

statistical analysis, coherence values were averaged across frontocentral electrodes
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(F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6, F7, F8, FCz, FC1, FC2, FC3, FC4, FC5, FC6, FT7, FT8, Cz,

C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6). In this study, mixed-model analyses were carried out without

performing model selection; all relevant fixed factors and their interactions were

included in the models as well as random intercepts, based on previous findings and

the aims of the current study19.

Figure 4-1: Combined boxplot and beeswarm plots of the proportion of correctly identified
anomalous sentences by speaker accent (English and Korean) for English (L1) and Korean (L2)
listeners.

As displayed in Figure 4-1, English listeners gave more accurate behavioral responses

(i.e., identification of anomalous sentences) than did Korean listeners. Moreover,

English listeners had an intelligibility advantage for English-accented speech

compared to Korean-accented speech, whereas Korean listeners’ performance was

fairly similar for both accents. False alarm rates (i.e., button presses to non-anomalous

sentences) were very low (mean; English listeners = 2 %, Korean listeners = 3 %) and

19 The results were highly similar when the model selection approach was used to find the best-fitting
models.
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were thus not analyzed. Statistical analyses were performed using the R package lme4

(Bates et al., 2015). The package CAR (Fox & Weisberg, 2002) was used to calculate

type II analysis-of-variance tables. A logistic mixed-model analysis was performed on

behavioral responses, using the button response to anomalous sentences (i.e., correct

or incorrect) as the dependent variable; listener group (i.e., English and Korean

listeners), ear of presentation (i.e., left and right), and speaker accent (i.e., Standard

Southern British English and Korean-accented English) as independent variables; and

random intercepts for each subject and sentence stimulus. The results verified that

there were main effects of listener group, χ²(1) = 70.94, p < 0.001, and speaker accent, 

χ²(1) = 27.78, p < 0.001, and a significant interaction between these two variables, 

χ²(1) = 20.98, p < 0.001. Although a right-ear advantage can be expected for speech 

processing because of the dominant contralateral pathway from the right ear to the left

hemisphere (e.g., Kimura, 1961), there was no significant effect of ear, p = 0.0779 in

this case, similar to Carey et al. (2014).

Despite the fact that Koreans found this task harder, the coherence results demonstrate

that Korean listeners actually had greater entrainment to target talkers than did English

listeners (Figure 4-2). That is, both listener groups had coherence peaks in the delta-

theta range (1-8 Hz) across conditions of speaker accent and ear of presentation, but

only L2 listeners had greater coherence for the target talker. In addition, the

topographies displayed in Figure 4-2 suggest that this enhanced coherence for target

talkers by L2 listeners was left-lateralized, although source localisation was not

performed in the current study.
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Figure 4-2: Results of the coherence analysis for English (L1) and Korean (L2) listeners.
Coherence values averaged across conditions of speaker accent and ear are plotted as a function
of frequency (0-10 Hz) with topographies of the mean coherence values for target talkers in the
delta-theta range (1-8 Hz; left). Combined boxplot and beeswarm plots of individual coherence
values (right).
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A mixed-model analysis was conducted with coherence values averaged in the relevant

frequency range (i.e., 1-8 Hz) as the dependent variable; listener group, target type

(i.e., target and distractor), ear of presentation, and speaker accent as independent

variables; and with by-subject random intercepts. The interaction between listener

group and target was significant, χ²(1) = 14.77, p < 0.001, as well as the main effects 

of listener group, χ²(1) = 5.45, p = 0.020, and target, χ²(1) = 11.61, p < 0.001. However, 

there was no significant effect of ear, p = 0.751, showing that entrainment for the right-

ear presentation did not differ from that for the left ear. The current study focused on

the coherence results for the whole delta-theta range (1-8 Hz), but the mixed-model

analysis for the theta range (4-8 Hz) reproduced the same significant effects.

It thus appears that L2 listeners responded to their greater recognition difficulty with

greater focused attention, which enhanced their neural tracking of the target speech

signal. This result is the opposite of previously reported positive relationships between

envelope tracking and intelligibility (e.g., Peelle et al., 2013 for single-talker

environments; Rimmele et al., 2015 for competing-talker environments). In contrast,

L1 listeners had no significant increase in target-talker entrainment, likely because the

listening condition was easier than in previous studies. That is, competing speakers

were presented in different ears in the current study rather than mixed together as in

Ding and Simon (2012a). It thus appears that they were able to perform the task with

little additional focused attention.

As discussed above, English listeners were more accurate at detecting anomalous

sentences in the English accent than the Korean accent, while Koreans had smaller
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differences between the accents. However, these behavioural differences in accent

processing were not observed in the neural entrainment results; there were no

significant main effects or interaction for speaker accent, p > 0.05. This may have

occurred because the Korean accent was still not difficult enough for L1 listeners to

require greater focused attention (i.e., they still understood Korean-accented speech

better than did Korean listeners), and Koreans found both accents similarly hard.

A mixed-model analysis was performed for the N400 for the final word in each target-

talker sentence, with N400 amplitudes included as the dependent variable; listener

group, speaker accent, sentence type (i.e., high cloze and low cloze probability

sentences), and ear of presentation as independent variables, and with by-subject

random intercepts. As displayed in Figure 4-3, the results demonstrated a typical N400

effect, with greater amplitudes in low than high cloze probability sentences, suggesting

that listeners exerted more effort for processing the final word when it was less

predictable. The main effect of sentence type was significant, χ²(1) = 100.43, p < 0.001. 

Carey et al. (2014) found greater N400 effects when sentences were presented to the

left ear; the authors claimed that this indicates that the right hemisphere is more

involved with “integrating” the target word into the preceding context, whereas the

left hemisphere is more involved with “predicting” upcoming words based on the

context (Wlotko & Federmeier, 2007). However, ear was not significant in the current

study, p = 0.136.
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Figure 4-3: Results of the N400 analysis for English (L1) and Korean (L2) listeners. Grand
average ERPs (N400) for sentence-final words by sentence type (HP: high cloze probability
sentences, LP: low cloze probability sentences) and speaker accent (SSBE: Standard Southern
British English, KE: Korean-accented English) are plotted for English (L1) and Korean (L2)
listeners, with topographies of the mean N400 differences between HP and LP sentences (left).
Combined boxplot and beeswarm plots of individual N400 values (right).

English listeners had significantly greater differences between low- (LC) and high-

cloze (HC) sentences than did Korean listeners; the interaction between sentence type

and listener group was significant, χ²(1) = 12.23, p < 0.001. Specifically, this 

difference between English and Korean listeners emerged largely from the high cloze
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probability condition (i.e., mean amplitudes; English Listeners * HC = 0.57; Korean

Listeners * HC = - 0.34; English Listeners * LC = - 1.73; Korean Listeners * LC = -

1.43). The results also revealed that the N400 was modulated by the accents of the

talkers and listeners. Specifically, Korean listeners had similar N400 amplitudes for

both accents, whereas English listeners had larger N400 amplitudes for Korean-

accented English than for Southern British English regardless of whether or not the

final word was highly predictable. The two-way interaction between listener group and

speaker accent, χ²(1) = 3.83, p = 0.050, and the main effect of speaker accent were 

significant, χ²(1) = 6.45, p = 0.011. This suggests that lexical processing as reflected 

by N400 more closely mirrored the behaviorally measured intelligibility of these

sentences. That is, English listeners needed additional lexical processing to

compensate for the less-intelligible Korean accent, and Korean listeners needed

effortful processing for both accents particularly in the highly predictable condition.

To further investigate the relationships between these responses, correlation analyses

were carried out for individual listeners’ average button response accuracy, target-

talker selectivity (i.e., difference in coherence between target and distracting talkers),

and N400 effect (i.e., difference in N400 between HP and LP conditions). As displayed

in Figure 4-4, there was a significant correlation between the N400 effect and button

response accuracy for the entire group of subjects, r = 0.53, p < 0.001. The correlation

was also significant within subject groups (i.e., English listeners: r = 0.50, p = 0.019;

Korean listeners: r = 0.49, p = 0.032). That is, individuals who were more accurate at

detecting anomalous sentences tended to have a larger N400 effect, suggesting a direct

link between speech intelligibility and N400.
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Figure 4-4: Correlation between listeners’ behavioural performance (i.e., button presses to
anomalous sentences in the target ear) and N400 effect. The solid line represents a regression line.

In contrast, target-talker selectivity was only significantly correlated with behavioral

accuracy when calculated across listener groups, r = -0.35, p = 0.026, not within

English, r = -0.13, p = 0.560, or Korean groups, r = -0.03, p = 0.895. This appears to

reflect group-level differences between Korean and English listeners, with Korean

listeners having larger target-talker selectivity, but lower behavioural accuracy

compared to English listeners. Likewise, target-talker selectivity was only

significantly correlated with N400 effect for the entire group of subjects, r = -0.36, p

= 0.020, but not within English, r = -0.36, p = 0.100, or Korean groups, r = -0.07, p =

0.762. This also seems to mirror group-level differences with Korean listeners having

larger target-talker selectivity and smaller N400 effects compared to English listeners.

The results thus suggest that target-talker entrainment is not a simple function of

individuals’ recognition difficulties or lexical processing effort.
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4.4 Discussion

It has long been obvious that L2 speech comprehension is more effortful, and this is

particularly so in adverse listening conditions such as multi-talker environments.

Surprisingly, the results demonstrated that L2 listeners had more selective neural

entrainment to target talkers than did L1 listeners, likely because they needed greater

listening effort during the task. Furthermore, L2 listeners had additional lexical

processing (i.e., larger N400 amplitudes) for words in highly predicable contexts than

did L1 listeners, causing a relative convergence of N400 amplitudes between high and

low cloze predictability sentence conditions. In contrast, L1 listeners responded to the

speech recognition difficulties caused by an L2 accent only at the lexical level by

increasing the overall degree of lexical processing (i.e., no selective neural

entrainment).

It was expected that native listeners would have more robust target-speaker

entrainment than L2 listeners, given previous work finding greater selective

entrainment for more intelligible speech (Rimmele et al., 2015; Kong et al., 2015).

However, the present work demonstrated that cortical entrainment to speech can also

be greater when intelligibility is lower, even when the speech is heard by L2 listeners

who have less developed higher-level linguistic processes for that language. It appears

that this occurred because L2 listeners found the speech recognition task more

difficult, and thus deployed a greater amount of cognitive effort or attention.

This supports the previously found positive relationship between target-talker

entrainment in two-talker situations and performance on a high-level attention task
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(O’Sullivan et al., 2015). The present results, as well as those of O’Sullivan et al.

(2015), are interesting, because they indicate that an increase in neural entrainment to

speech in competing-talker environments can reflect listening effort, which can vary

depending on the difficulty of the task. Furthermore, it is possible that this additional

auditory processing seen in the current study played a compensatory role in speech

recognition by facilitating speech segregation or later speech comprehension

processes, but it is not certain in the current study how well L2 listeners would have

understood the speech had their increased target-talker entrainment not occurred.

Wöstmann, Herrmann, Maess, and Obleser (2016) found that listeners’ performance

on stimuli recall during dichotic listening was predicted by the hemispheric

lateralisation of alpha (8-12 Hz) power, but not by low-frequency phase-locked

responses to speech (also see Kerlin et al., 2010). Further studies are thus required to

fully understand the effect of attention or listening effort on low-frequency

entrainment to speech.

Korean listeners also had attenuated N400 effects compared to English listeners, which

was driven by increased N400 amplitudes for words in the high cloze probability

sentence condition. This demonstrates that non-native listeners need greater effort than

do native listeners when processing predictable words, because predicting words using

contextual cues is more difficult for non-native listeners due to their incomplete

linguistic knowledge. This is consistent with Hahne (2001); non-native listeners

exhibited a N400 response that was essentially similar to that of native listeners, but

with quantitative differences in the semantically predicable condition. In addition to

having less-developed semantic integration processes, it is possible that non-native
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listeners’ word recognition system was overwhelmed because they had to divert a

greater amount of attentional resources to decoding the acoustic signal in this listening

condition while maintaining speech segregation (i.e., a shortage of cognitive

resources). As a result, they may have been less able to predict upcoming words using

contextual cues. Similarly, previous research has suggested that the ability to exploit

contextual information during speech processing is vulnerable to cognitive stress such

as high working memory load (D’Arcy et al., 2005; Gunter et al., 1995). Speech

degradation can have a similar consequence by limiting the availability of contextual

cues (e.g., Aydelott et al., 2006; Obleser & Kotz, 2011), although the detrimental effect

of speech degradation is more perceptual than cognitive.

In contrast, English listeners found this speech recognition task relatively easy; they

thus had similar neural entrainment to the amplitude envelopes of target and distracting

talkers. That is, they did not need to deploy additional attentional resources to

selectively listen to the target talkers, which may be partly because the two talkers

were presented to separate ears unlike some of the previous studies (e.g., Ding &

Simon, 2012a). However, English listeners found Korean-accented English more

difficult to understand than Standard Southern British English, as shown by the

behavioural results. As a result, they had increased N400 amplitudes for the Korean-

accented speech overall, indicating that they needed to exert greater effort to process

words spoken with the less-intelligible L2 accent. This is partially consistent with the

finding of Romero-Rivas et al. (2015) which found increased N400s for foreign-

accented speech (i.e., only for semantic violations). Despite the relative difficulty in

understanding Korean-accented speech, the magnitude of their N400 effect (i.e.,
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difference between high- and low-probability conditions) was equal for both accents

in the current study. That is, English listeners were still able to use contextual cues to

predict upcoming words when listening to Korean-accented speech, demonstrating

that the L1 speech recognition system is more robust to adverse conditions. This is

also supported by the fact that they still outperformed Korean listeners on the

recognition of Korean-accented speech in the behavioural task.

Taken together, the N400 results of the present study help resolve some of the

inconsistencies between previous N400 studies. It seems that listeners can exert

additional processing effort (i.e., larger N400) to help overcome some recognition

problems, as did the native listeners when listening to L2-accented speech in the

current study. However, the magnitude of the N400 effect can be reduced when speech

intelligibility is severely decreased, whether due to acoustic degradation, high

cognitive load or listener limitations (e.g., L2 or hearing-impaired listeners), thus

making it difficult for listeners to exploit contextual cues (e.g., Aydelott et al., 2006;

Obleser & Kotz, 2011).

Furthermore, Korean listeners had similar N400 responses for Southern British and

Korean-accented English, in contrast to English listeners who exhibited greater N400

amplitudes for Korean-accented English. This result closely matches the pattern of

accent intelligibility found in the behavioural responses of the present study as well as

Study 1, with English listeners finding Korean-accented English less intelligible than

their own accent, and Korean listeners finding both accents equally intelligible. This

indicates that N400 is more closely related to speech intelligibility than is entrainment,
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which was also supported by the positive correlation between individual listeners’

N400 effect and behavioural accuracy. Moreover, the present work is the first to show

that talker-listener accent interactions that have previously been found to affect accent

intelligibility in behavioural studies (e.g., Bent & Bradlow, 2003; Pinet et al., 2011;

see Chapter 2.1.4 for details) are also seen in neural processing of speech as reflected

by the N400.

One possible limitation of the present study might be that there was no baseline

condition with a single talker that could have isolated the effect of competing-talker

background noise. That is, it would be of further interest to investigate the extent to

which the observed differences between L1 and L2 listeners were caused by L2

listeners’ general processing deficits (i.e., insufficient linguistic knowledge) or the

vulnerability of their speech recognition system to the cognitive demands of the

listening situation (i.e., competing-talker environments). Nonetheless, it should be

noted that these two causes are not easily separable; the greater vulnerability to

cognitive load during L2 speech perception also stems from having incomplete

linguistic knowledge to a large extent. The current speech entrainment results also

provided some evidence that L2 listeners indeed needed greater focused attention on

the target speech signal than did L1 listeners. The observed differences between L1

and L2 listeners in the current study thus at least demonstrate that speech recognition

was more effortful for L2 listeners than for L1 listeners.

Furthermore, a reliable correlation was not found between higher-level linguistic

measures (i.e., N400 and behavioural response) and selective cortical entrainment to
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target talkers within each listener group. The correlations might have been obscured

because the inter-subject variability for these measures was small within each listener

group. That is, each listener group was highly homogenous in terms of their English

language competence. In future studies, it would therefore be interesting to test a

correlation between target-speaker entrainment and other behavioural measures that

allow for greater variation among listeners (e.g., listeners’ subjective rating of listening

effort, or performance on some attentional tasks), to further investigate the link

between cortical entrainment to the speech envelope and listening effort. Future work

also needs to determine whether the effect of top-down attention on speech

entrainment occurs in a single-talker situation in response to other adverse conditions,

or whether the increase in entrainment only reflects greater focused attention that is

required to segregate a target speech stream from distracting speech streams or other

background noise. In addition, the topographic distributions of target-speaker

entrainment suggested that English listeners had a bilateral fronto-central distribution,

whereas Korean listeners had a somewhat left-lateralised distribution. In future

studies, it would be interesting to investigate what caused these differential

distributions and where the increased entrainment of Korean listeners originated in the

brain, using appropriate source analyses.
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Chapter 5 General Discussion

Previous L2 speech research has mainly focused on the interaction of L1 and L2

phonologies in optimal laboratory conditions (both in terms of the listening condition

and style of speech). However, the speech used in realistic communicative situations

often deviates from canonical pronunciations that L2 listeners normally hear in the

classroom, as it can be produced in a range of non-native and regional accents or in a

casual speaking style. Furthermore, we must commonly comprehend speech in noise,

which makes speech recognition more challenging both perceptually and cognitively.

Although it has long been known that L2 listeners need to “listen harder”, and even

more so in these adverse conditions, it is not well-understood how these real-life

factors affect L2 speech perception. This thesis explored these issues by examining

how speech processing by L1 (native English) and L2 (native Korean) listeners is

affected by speech style (read vs. casual speech), spoken accent, and adverse listening

conditions (a competing-talker background), using electrophysiological and

behavioural methods.

Study 1 was a behavioural speech-in-noise recognition study that investigated L2

speech recognition difficulties caused by casual speech. The results demonstrated that

the detrimental effect of casual speech was greater for L2 listeners than for L1

listeners. Moreover, this study found talker-listener accent interactions regardless of

speech style (read vs. casual speech), with English listeners displaying a clear

advantage for their own accent (i.e., Standard Southern British English), and Korean

listeners finding all accents similarly intelligible. Overall intelligibility differences

between accents (i.e., Korean-accented English was less intelligible than SSBE or
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Finnish-accented English) also decreased in the casual speech condition, indicating

that certain characteristics of casual speech (e.g., less-reduced word forms, slower

speaking rate) produced by inexperienced non-native speakers can be beneficial for

the listener.

Study 2 was an EEG study which examined neural phase entrainment to the amplitude

envelope of speech when subjects listened to their native language, second language

or a language that they did not understand. The original aim of this study was to

explore EEG methods that can measure how L1 and L2 listeners process more

naturalistic, connected speech, but the cross-linguistic design of this experiment also

allowed for an investigation of links between speech intelligibility and entrainment

without altering the acoustic signals. Contrary to most of the previous findings, this

study demonstrated that neural entrainment to speech is purely modulated by acoustic

properties of the speech signals rather than the listener’s higher-level linguistic

processing.

Study 3 investigated speech recognition in a competing-talker background using

entrainment and N400 measures as well as a behavioural speech recognition task. This

study produced a surprising result; L2 listeners had more selective auditory processing

(i.e., higher entrainment) for target talkers than did L1 listeners likely because they

needed greater listening effort to process the target signal. L2 listeners also had greater

lexical processing (i.e., larger N400) for words in highly predictable contexts than did

L1 listeners. In contrast, L1 listeners increased their degree of lexical processing in
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response to Korean-accented speech. Overall, these results show different ways of

adapting to adverse conditions.

The methodological goal of this thesis was to develop new tools that are suitable for

investigating these L2 speech recognition problems encountered in real-life situations.

Specifically, the use of spontaneous speech has been highly limited in speech

perception research (e.g., shorter fragments of speech have been mostly used), because

of the methodological challenge caused by its highly variable and uncontrolled nature.

Study 1 presented a new method of evaluating speech recognition performance for

spontaneous speech (i.e., picture evaluation task). This task appears to be highly

efficient as it does not require listeners to repeat back or write down spontaneous

utterances that can be relatively unstructured. Although the identification of each

keyword cannot be measured with this method, a larger number of trials can be tested

instead, given that subjects spend much less time giving a respond than in typical

speech recognition tasks. This method has great potential for future research in

evaluating speech recognition performance for spontaneous speech materials or for

populations who may need a task that is more enjoyable and visually attractive such

as children.

In addition, the original aim of Study 2 was to explore EEG measures that can assess

how L2 listeners process continuous speech rather than focusing on the perception of

isolated syllables or phonemes. Contrary to expectations, the results suggested that this

neural measure was not sensitive to listeners’ language experience or higher-level

linguistic processing (i.e., comprehension). Instead, in two-talker situations examined
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in Study 3, the additional listening effort experienced by L2 listeners was found to

enhance their neural tracking of target talkers, suggesting a link between neural

entrainment and listening effort. Furthermore, Study 3 has shown that the EEG

paradigm used in this study is able to examine speech processing at both auditory and

lexical levels within a single experiment using measures of cortical entrainment and

N400. This method can allow for a wide range of investigations of L2 speech

recognition problems that occur at multiple levels (i.e., auditory and higher linguistic),

and also has broad relevance for other populations such as hearing-impaired or older

listeners.

The results of the current thesis also point to interesting new directions for future work.

Investigating what features of native- and foreign-accented casual speech enhance or

degrade speech intelligibility can be a direction of future L2 research; this question

can be addressed by focusing on the effect of each of the relevant acoustic-phonetic

and phonological features (e.g., vowel reduction/deletion or reduced vowel space). In

order to compare spontaneous speech with read speech in future research, it would also

be advantageous to explore other methods to have completely matched materials for

read and casual speech; for example, one can have speakers read the utterances that

they have spontaneously produced (e.g., Mehta & Cutler, 1988).

As mentioned above, the results of Study 2 demonstrated that listeners had similar

entrainment for all languages. This seems to suggest that listeners’ L1 experience does

not necessarily alter how they process speech at the cortical level, as far as speech

entrainment is concerned. However, it should be noted that the amplitude envelope of
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speech does not necessarily provide clear syllable boundaries (Cummins, 2012), which

suggests that the effect of L1 experience might be found if phase entrainment is

measured for specific syllable types (e.g., CCV). For example, previous research has

suggested that L1 phonotactic constraints play a role in perception; for example,

Japanese listeners have been reported to hear an illusionary vowel ‘u’ between the two

consonants in VCCV stimuli because their native phonology does not allow complex

consonant clusters (e.g., Dupoux, Hirose, Kakehi, Pallier, & Mehler, 1999). If cross-

linguistic differences are found in entrainment to syllables, this may help elucidate the

underlying mechanisms of ‘syllable parsing’ that was proposed in previous studies

(Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; Ghitza, 2013), and its associations with listeners’

phonological knowledge.

It would also be interesting to further investigate the link between entrainment and

listening effort; the present work could be extended to other listener populations (e.g.,

hearing-impaired listeners) or other listening conditions (e.g., single-talker

environments). In addition, a more thorough investigation could be conducted using

stimuli of varying levels of intelligibility (e.g., different target-to-masker ratios), in

order to determine how target-talker entrainment is modulated by speech intelligibility

and perception difficulty. Furthermore, it remains for future research to determine

whether the enhanced entrainment of L2 listeners facilitates speech comprehension.

To understand the nature of this enhancement, it would also be interesting to examine

exactly where this increased phase-locking occurs in the brain using methods such as

MEG. For example, it could occur in certain brain regions that are activated during

effortful listening (e.g., anterior cingulate cortex).
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In sum, the current thesis demonstrated some important factors that can account for

L2 speech perception difficulties in everyday speech communication. Specifically,

casual speech that occurs in everyday situations poses additional challenges for L2

listeners. Listeners also need to “listen harder”, especially in challenging situations

such as in a competing-talker background, but this increased listening effort

experienced by L2 listeners can enhance their neural tracking of attended speech

streams. This may show a compensatory mechanism that L2 listeners deploy to

overcome their perceptual challenges under adverse conditions. This result also

suggests that cognitive factors (e.g., cognitive load) play a more important role in L2

speech perception than previously thought, by altering specific aspects of speech

perception. In contrast, the present work suggests that native listeners are generally

less affected by these adverse conditions, and are able to flexibly modulate their

processing to fit the demands of the listening condition (e.g., a difficult L2 accent) by

deploying additional effort at the level of lexical processes. It thus appears that adverse

conditions can have diverse effects on the auditory and lexical processing of speech,

and that these effects differ for L1 and L2 listeners. These lines of research will be

interesting avenues for future L2 research.
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Appendix 1: Sentence materials (Study 3)

Sentences that were adapted from the Basic English Lexicon (BEL) sentences

(Calandruccio & Smiljanić, 2012) to vary final-word predictability 

A. Low cloze probability sentences

A lazy worker rests soundly.

My doctor works in that busy neighbourhood.

The state school is large and famous.

The girl loves lemon sweets.

The young performer learned to act.

The couple kissed after fighting.

That shop sells cheap vegetables.

The king and queen planned a funeral.

The foreign tourist was excited and friendly.

The wild horse jumped occasionally.

The strong army won the hill.

The business created many machines.

The father hugs his sad friend.

The wild animals sleep in the cage.

The husband and wife cut the meat.

My grandmother drinks cold milk.

The trees grow sweet oranges.

Their nephew ran around the church.

The English tea smelled strange.

My mother bakes delicious pasta.

The fish swam slowly in the water.

The chef prepares breakfast in the hotel.

The warm sunshine felt fantastic.

The restaurant sells red cherries.

The fat pig slept on the carpet.
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She drove the bus down the mountain.

The black cat climbed the wall.

The sad pets need friends.

A kind word is always good.

The fried egg was cooked in seconds.

A lazy child sleeps frequently.

The grape juice spilled on the dress.

The best explanation is often obvious.

Their famous son danced secretly.

The best worker went on the tour.

That tiny animal is cute but filthy.

The crowd watched the talented woman.

The spoiled potatoes tasted terrible.

The lonely duck swims in the pool.

The cool night was comfortable and calm.

They played fast music on the balcony.

The bedroom rug had a large border.

The map shows the main buildings.

The old rubbish attracts animals.

The flags fly high and grand.

The twin sisters watched a fly.

The driver stopped suddenly in the rain.

The long project was completed on budget.

Those little kids are tired again.

He screamed loudly in the crowded restaurant.

The cherry pie was warm and fresh.

The excited children cheered for their uncle.

The waiter broke ten bottles.

The ocean looked perfectly peaceful.

The divorced couple sat at the bar.

The group heard slow drips.

The kind lady gives oranges.
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The coffee cake was a perfect gift.

That new student is quiet and clever.

The twins received the same letter.

A hungry rabbit eats everything.

The first question was confusing and long.

My grandfather made wooden plates.

The friendly baby hugs her.

The artist studies Italian and Russian.

The helpful nanny cleaned the car.

The teacher chooses difficult books.

The soft music pleased them.

The shy guest speaks English.

The scared mouse stayed in the garden.

B. Anomalous sentences

The weak plant is barely opposed.

The red vegetables grow in the boyfriend.

The plane will land in ten windows.

Our teacher answers every peanut.

The cricket ball flew across the noise.

A foreign country is exciting to marry.

His parents tell boring bananas.

The proud fans cheered for their sea.

His girlfriend loves Chinese sleep.

The thirsty cat drank nails.

The three cousins did their math pancake.

The white horse lives on a finger.

The metal key opened the news.

The couple lives a peaceful bang.

The mouse found tasty hug.

The vegetables grew in the green payback.
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The only hotel is far and forensic.

The sick neighbour asks for jail.

His speech was boring and too red.

He cut the steak with a dog.
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